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I Summary 

Next Generation Internet (NGI) architectures aim to enable convergence of a 

multitude of wired and wireless systems. A common theme is the presence of an IP- 

based core network with heterogeneous access networks at the edge. Non-conventional 

systems such as ad hoc, mesh, sensor networks etc. are expected to be fully integrated 

into NGI. Two different yet related technical challenges must be addressed to create 

such an integrated networking infrastructure. First, protocols and mechanisms have 

to be designed for each type of network that will be part of NGI, according to its 

specific requirements. Second, interworking mechanisms between these networks have 

to be developed to support inter-operability and inter-network co-operation. 
This thesis addresses both these challenges, albeit within a limited scope. First, 

position-assisted and multipath routing extensions are proposed for the Relative Dis- 

tance Micro-discovery Ad hoc Routing protocol to minimise signalling overhead and 
increase data throughput. Simulation results show that these extensions improve the 

protocol's performance significantly. Next, the effect of using multipath routing in 

conjunction with different channel assignment algorithms on the capacity of wireless 

mesh networks is investigated, in relation to single path routing. For this purpose, 

an analytical framework for capacity estimation is proposed. The analysis indicates 

that the effect of routing algorithm is inter-linked with channel assignment schemes. 
Finally, mechanisms for interworking between heterogeneous wireless networks (such 

as ad hoc and mesh networks) based on Network Composition are investigated and a 

signalling protocol for establishing composition is proposed. Furthermore, the analy- 

sis of cost of composition in WLAN scenarios revealed that signalling load is relatively 

small but latency is high. 

Key Words: Ad hoc Networks, Position-assisted Routing, Multipath Routing, 

Wireless Mesh Networks, Channel Assignment, Nominal Capacity, Ambient Network, 

Composition, Signalling Protocol. 
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Chapter I 

Introduction 

Next generation communication networks will support many heterogeneous systernsi 

both wired and wireless. Furthermore, convergence will be a key feature, of such 

networks. Next Generation Internet (NGI) architectures will comprise a multitude 

of access networks, connected to a common core network. Multi-hop wireless access 

networks will form an integral part of future communication systems, besides the 

conventional single-hop access networks where base stations and access points are 

directly connected to the wired backbone via wired links. The growing use of ad hoc 

and mesh networking technology is already making this a reality, although on a lim- 

ited scale in the form of isolated deployments. Furthermore, mobile access networks 

such as Vehicular Area Networks (VAN) will also be more widespread. Finally, in 

addition to the core and access networks, there will be end user devices) user-owned 

small netwo rks such as Home/Personal/Body Area Networks (HAN/PAN/BAN) and 

special types of networks such as surveillance systems, sensor networks, multimedia 

entertainment systems etc. These will connect to the core network via access networks 

and sometimes directly attach to each other without traversing the core. 

1 
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Figure 1.1 shows the logical view of how these different types of networks are 

connected in NGI axchitectures. Two different, yet related, technical challenges must 

be addressed in order to realize such an architecture. First, protocols and mechanisms 

have to be designed for the different types of networks that constitute NGI. This 

has to take into account the specific requirements of each network and extensive 

research is ongoing in this direction. This is particularly true for networks such as ad 

hoc and mesh, personal, vehicular, sensor etc. The main research issues here relate 

to network configuration and organisation, routing, mobility management, security 

etc. The second challenge is to design suitable mechanisms to enable flexible and 

dynamic interworking between these networks. In current networks, interworking 

and co-operation between networks is mainly restricted to data forwarding. Note that 

such mechanisms should be generic so that they can be applied diverse interworking 

scenarios. 

The research presented in this thesis tries to address both these challenges, al- 

beit within a limited scope. First of all, routing protocols for ad hoc networks are 

investigated. Then, the effect of routing and channel assignment on the capacity of 

Core Networks 

xDSL r'EEE802.1 
1 (abg) [EEE802. lls 

Home Area 
UMTS WiMAX 

Network Ad hoc ersona ehic la 
Network a Are Comm nit 

Networ Network 
Communit 

Network 

Figure 1.1: Next Generation Internet Architecture: Logical View 
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wireless mesh networks is analyzed. Finally, the design of a framework for flexible 

and dynamic interworking for network co-operation is studied. 

The next section discusses motivations and objectives of the research and then 

the main contributions to the advancement of state-of-the-art are enumerated. In the 

end, the organisation of the rest of this thesis is briefly described. 

1.1 Motivation and Objectives 

This research addresses technical challenges towards the realization of next gener- 

ation wireless networks. In particular, the investigation focusses on two aspects of 

interworking: i) interworking between nodes in multihop wireless networks for data 

forwarding and ii) interworking between networks to enable co-operation for resource 

and service access and sharing amongst heterogeneous networks. In the following, first 

the motivations behind this research are discussed with the help of a usage scenario. 

Then, the objectives of this study are explained. 

1.1.1 Scenario 

Figure 1.2 illustrates one specific NGI scenario. At the centre of this scenario is a 

Wireless Mesh Network (WMN) backbone, comprising several routers, inter-connected 

via multihop wireless links. The WMN is connected to two access networks, a WLAN 

hotspot and a WiMAX network, both of which are attached to the Internet via high- 

speed (wired) links. Finally, there is a Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) which 

consists of a number of end user terminals such as laptops, PDAs etc. Some of the 

MANET nodes are directly attached to a couple of WMN routers. 
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Figure 1.2: NCI Scenario 

To put the scenario into proper context, the WXIN can be seen as community 

niesh network deployed to cater to the needs of people living within a large residential 

campus (e. g. a housing colony). Since the radio range of WNIN routers is limited, a 

large number of routers will be needed to enable all the residents to directly attach 

to one of thein. A more viable option is to deploy a limited number of routers and 

extend their coverage by using ad hoe connectivity between end users. In other words, 

terminals belonging to end users can form MANET islands, allowing terminals that 

are not within the radio range of a WMN router to get connectivity to the WMN 

backbone via inultihop paths traversing one or more. end user terminals. This ensures 

that the end user.,; are fully connected with each other. However, in order to provide 
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Internet connectivity to the end users, the WMN backbone must be connected to 

one or more access networks. In this scenario, two WMN routers are connected to a 

NVLAN hotspot and a WiMAX network, respectively. Note that it is also possible for 

the WMN to directly connect to the Internet via an Internet Service Provider. 

In order to realize the scenario illustrated in Figure 1.2, a number of technical 

challenges must be addressed. First, the end user terminals that make up the MANET 

must be able to route packets between WMN routers (the ones at the edge, to which 

some of the MANET nodes axe connected). This will require a mechanism to establish 

and maintain routes. In other words, a MANET routing protocol is required. This 

must take into account the fact that end users may move about, albeit within a 

limited area. Due to the mobile environment, the routing protocol must be able to 

react to changes in network topology. 

Second, the WMN backbone must be designed taking account technical and eco- 

nomic considerations. In particular, the number of WMN routers and the network 

topology must be determined in such a way that end user requirements (such as 

throughput, delay etc. ) are met at a reasonable cost. In addition, mechanisms for es- 

tablishing routes between the WMN nodes are also needed so that traffic between the 

end users and external networks can be routed. In addition, as the WMN routers have 

multiple radio interfaces, channels must be assigned to interfaces such that mesh con- 

nectivity is maintained whilst keeping co-channel interference down. In other words, 

the WNIN topology, routing and channel assignment schemes must be selected in such 

a way that the network capacity must at least be enough to meet the traffic demands 

of the end users. For this, it must be possible to quantify the available capacity for 

different topologies, routing approaches and channel assignments. 
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Finally, the WMN has to establish co-operation with the access networks. This is 

not just limited to having the appropriate gateway mechanisms in place. The WMN 

should be able to set up service level agreements with the WLAN and WiMAX 

networks in order to guarantee that the traffic flowing to/from the end terminals 

meets users application requirements. In addition, the WMN may also want to use 

the services of WLAN/WiMAX network to authenticate the end users. Another 

example of such co-operation is the use of the DHCP server belonging to the WLAN 

(or WiMAX) network to assign IP addresses to the end terminals. Furthermore, 

the WLAN may offer to act as Mobile IP Foreign Agent to support mobility of end 

terminals. Such wide-ranging co-operation between heterogeneous networks requires 

a flexible and dynamic interworking framework. 

The scenario described above provides the background for this research. Although 

a number of issues were highlighted, this study taxgets only a select few, as discussed 

below. 

1.1.2 Research Objectives 

The first item of study is routing protocols for mobile ad hoc networks. MANET is 

an autonomous system that consists of mobile nodes which can move axound arbi- 

trarily [1]. No assumptions axe made about the availability of fixed infrastructure. 

In the most extreme case, a MANET is made up entirely of end user terminals such 

as laptops, PDAs, mobile phones etc, which axe connected to each other via wire- 

less links. However, some MANET usage scenarios have specialised devices such as 

wireless routers and APS in addition to end user nodes. 

NIANETs are different in many respects from other networks such as fixed, cellular 
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and hotspot networks. To begin with, MANETs do not depend on fixed infrastruc- 

ture. Furthermore, MANET nodes are not organised in a predetermined topology 

and nodes can move about arbitrarily and hence the network topology is dynamic. 

In the absence of fixed infrastructure, MANET nodes act as routers for relaying 

data and control messages on behalf of other nodes. These unique characteristics of 

MANETs pose a number of research challenges in the areas of channel assignment, 

MAC mechanisms, routing, quality of service, security and privacy etc. 

Various aspects of MANET's have been investigated extensively during the past 

two decades. Among these, routing has attracted the maximum attention. The 

MANET Working Group of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [2] was con- 

stituted in 1986 to promote standardization of IP-based routing functionality for 

MANETs. Design of routing protocols for ad hoc networks has proved to be a chal- 

lenging problem due to a number of factors. Firstly, network topology can change 

frequently due to node movements. Secondly, absence of fixed infrastructure means 

that deployment of dedicated routers is not always possible and hosts have to share 

routing and other network functions. Thirdly, nodes in the network have to share the 

same bandwidth-limited wireless channel. These factors impose certain requirements 

on MANET routing protocols, some of which are contradictory. 

Dynamic topology results in short lifetimes for routes and necessitates frequent 

refreshing of routing databases in order to provide up-to-date information. However, 

bandwidth constraints imply that control, overhead has to be minimised which puts 

limitations on the frequency of route updates. In general, the protocol must be 

lightweight so that it does not put excessive use of energy and bandwidth resources of 

the network. Therefore, it can be said that routing protocols for MANETS should be 
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able to react swiftly to the changes in network topology and yet, be able to operate 

efficiently in a resource-constrained environment. In reality, it is nearly impossible to 

satisfy these requirements simultaneously and practically feasible solutions require a 

certain degree of trade-off between the conflicting design goals. 

The research presented here addresses the problem of minimising control over- 

head incurred from routing-related signalling. The challenge is to reduce signalling 

overhead without degrading the overall protocol performance. The starting point 

of this investigation is the Relative Distance Micro-discovery Ad hoc Routing (RD- 

MAR) protocol [3], designed to achieve high overall throughput whilst maintaining a 

low control overhead. The protocol was developed by Aggelou and Tafazolli at the 

University of Surrey. RDMAR restricts the scope of route search during the discov- 

ery phase, thus avoiding the overhead associated with the conventional approach of 

flooding the whole network with route query messages. Query localisation is made 

possible by estimation of relative distance between source and destination nodes. The 

goal is to further improve the overall performance of RDMAR protocol by reducing 

the signalling overhead and improving the throughput and delay aspects. This is 

achieved by introducing a set of extensions to the protocol. 

The second study item addresses estimation of the capacity of wireless mesh net- 

works. A wireless mesh network can be seen as a special case of MANET because 

it also consists of nodes interconnected via multihop wireless links. A key difference 

is that in most WMN use cases, only a few or maybe none of the nodes are mobile 

[4]. Client-based mesh networks that consist of end user terminals are very much 

like conventional ad hoc networks, although in general, connectivity to a (wired or 

wireless) backbone network is assumed. However, backbone or infrastructure mesh 
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networks usually consist of fixed nodes connected via wireless links. In this case, 

WMN nodes are dedicated wireless routers and access points. These nodes can have 

more than one radio interfaces, thereby allowing the use of multiple radio channels 

for creating the mesh of wireless links. 

Wireless mesh networks have attracted considerable attention as an alternative 

deployment model for access networks. In particular, the use of WMNs to provide 

last-mile access is proving quite populax. nirthermore, mesh-based metropolitan 

wireless broadband networks are also being rolled out. Other usage scenaxios include 

enterprise networks, transportation systems, distributed video surveillance systems 

etc. 

One of the challenging aspects of WMN design is the estimation of network ca- 

pacity in order to dimension the network appropriately. Like ad hoc networks, the 

capacity of WNINs depends on a several different yet related factors. In particulax, 

network size and topology, radio technology, traffic profile, routing protocol, channel 

assignment are some of the important factors that can affect WMN capacity. The 

work reported here addresses the problem of estimating the capacity of WMNs for a 

set of scenarios taking into account the different factors mentioned above. The focus 

of this study is on multi-radio multi-channel WMNs. 

The third study item relates to interworking and co-operation between hetero- 

geneous networks. The main research challenge is to- design a flexible framework 

to enable dynamic and automatic interworking. This will facilitate co-operation be- 

tween networks and also help realize full convergence of networks, beyond the current 

attempts such as Fixed-Mobile Convergence and integration of WLAN and 3GPP 

networks. 
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There are two important aspects of next-generation networks that must be taken 

into account. First, there will be a multitude of systems with different characteristics 

in terms of underlying networking technologies, network size and complexity etc. 

Second, there is a great diversity in the way control functions such as routing, mobility 

and QoS management, security etc. are organised and the control function that 

enables interworking must be able to handle this. 

The IST Ambient Networks project [51 has proposed the idea of a unified control 

space to hide the heterogeneity in the underlying networking technologies by using a 

set of technology-agnostic reference points. Furthermore, a common control space is 

proposed to present a homogeneous view of the control plane to the outside world. 

The Ambient Network architecture includes a feature known as composition which 

is defined as a framework for flexible and dynamic interworking between diverse net- 

works. It can be used in a wide range of scenarios involving end users, access providers, 

network operators, brokers etc for provisioning of access, control and sharing of net- 

work services and resources amongst heterogeneous networks. Network composition 

has been taken up a feasibility study item by the 3GPP [6]. 

The last part of this research is devoted to the study of network composition. 

A signalling protocol for supporting the composition framework has been proposed. 

Furthermore, a detailed study was carried out to identify the costs of composition in 

terms of signalling load and latency. 

1.2 Main Contributions 

The main contributions to the advancement of state-of-the-axt are briefly summarised 

below. 
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1. A position-based route discovery method is added to RDMAR with the aim of 

improving the accuracy of distance estimation algorithm. The query localisation 

feature of RDMAR now works with physical distances whenever node position 

data is available and falls back on relative distance estimation otherwise. Mod- 

ifications have been made to the protocol messages and various data structures 

so as to handle node position data. This add-on enhances the performance of 

RDMAR by minimising the control overhead. 

2. A highly directional route discovery extension is proposed to limit the propaga- 

tion of control meýsages to those regions of the network where the likelihood of 

finding the destination node is very small. Once again, this makes use of node 

position information when such data is available. This extension is integrated 

with the position-based discovery mechanism which is shown to be highly ef- 

fective in minimising the amount of control overhead incurred for on-demand 

route discovery without any degradation in the overall protocol performance. 

3. The third RDMAR extension is multipath routing. The protocol is modified to 

discover and use multiple routes between source-destination node pairs. Fur- 

thermore, a traffic-based data forwarding approach is proposed to take into 

account the diverse requirements of applications. Results show that multipath 

routing improves throughput performance and at the same time, leads to sig- 

nificantly smaller control overhead. 

4. An analytical framework for estimating the capacity of wireless mesh networks 

has been developed, based on the concept of collision domains. Furthermore, 
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the capacity of multi-radio multi-channel WMNs in different scenarios is in- 

vestigated to study the effect of different design parameters such as channel 

assignment scheme, routing algorithm, network topology and traffic profile. 

5. A signalling protocol for network composition is proposed to enable control 

plane interworking and the detailed specification provided. Furthermore, a de- 

tailed analysis of the composition process is carried out to investigate the costs 

of composition in terms of signalling load and latency for a number of scenarios. 

Different strategies for composition negotiation are studied and the associated 

costs are computed. 

1.3 Thesis Outline 

The rest of this thesis is organised as-follows. In the next chapter, the background 

to the research on ad hoc routing is presented which includes a survey of relevant 

literature. Chapter 3 introduces the position-assisted routing extension to RDMAR 

and in Chapter 4, the multipath extension for RDMAR is described. Chapter 5 

focusses on capacity estimation of wireless mesh networks. Signalling for network 

composition is analysed in Chapter 6. Finally, conclusions and future directions of 

this research are discussed in Chapter 7. In addition, two appendices related to 

Chapter 6 are also included at the end. 



Chapter 2 

Routing in Mobile Ad hoc 
Networks 

2.1 Introduction 

The origins of mobile ad hoc networks can be traced back to the packet radio net- 

works of the 1970s. The ALOHA system was developed in 1970 at the University 

of Hawaii to setup radio-based connectivity between user terminals and a central 

computing facility within the university [7]. It was essentially a single-hop packet 

broadcast network but provided the basis for a multihop multiple access packet ra- 

dio network (PRNET) [8]. PRNET was followed by the Survivable Adaptive Radio 

Networks (SURAN) program in the early 1980s t9j. All these efforts were mainly di- 

rected towards developing highly resilient networking technologies for the military for 

deployment in battlefields. The real impetus for ad hoc networking came in the 1990s 

in the form of the mobile computing devices and economically viable radios-and the 

term "ad hoc networks" was formally adopted by the IEEE 802-11 sub-committee. 

Mobile ad hoc network is an autonomous system that can be created on-the- 

fly [10][111. This type of network is self-configuring and does not depend on any 

13 
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fixed infrastructure such as access points, routers, switches etc. In the absence of 

such infrastructure, end hosts also act as routers to provide support for routing and 

other network functions in a cooperative and distributed fashion. MANET nodes 

communicate with each other over a wireless channel. They can be stationary or 

mobile and therefore, join or leave the network anytime. 

There axe two common MANET use cases: as a standalone network or as a stub 

network. In the first case, the network operates in isolation without being connected 

to a fixed backbone. Example usage scenario is a disaster recovery operation where 

members of the rescue team establish an ad hoc network to coordinate their op- 

erations. In the second case, one or more MANET nodes are attached to a fixed 

wireline/wireless network and thus act as gateways between other MANET devices 

and nodes in the fixed network or beyond. A typical scenario, is Internet connection 

sharing where one of the nodes is attached to an Internet Service Provider and others 

use it as the default router. 

There are two possible modes of communication with reference to node connectiv- 

ity. In the first case, all nodes are within the radio range of each other, so that each 

node is able to reach every other node directly. This situation, although possible, is 

highly restrictive as nodes must be located close enough to ensure direct connectivity 

while using reasonable radio transmit power levels. Note that mobile MANET nodes 

have battery limitations and hence cannot use high transmit power. The second case 

arises when not all nodes lie within the transmission range of each other, which rules 

out direct reachability for some source-destination node pairs. To enable connectivity 

between a pair of nodes that do not share a direct radio link, multi-hop paths are re- 

quired. In other words, such nodes have to use a chain of radio links passing through 
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one or more intermediate nodes for sending and receiving data packets. Intermediate 

nodes perform the classical store-and-forward function of a router. Before such a 

forwarding chain can be used, the route which consists of a sequence of intermediate 

nodes, has to be determined. 

The routing problem has been around for a long time and a large number of IP- 

based routing protocols are discussed in literature , some of which have found their 

way into the routing infrastructure in the global Internet [12] [13] [14]. Conventional IP 

routing protocols can be broadly classified into two categories: link-state and distance- 

vector. In the first one, every node maintains a topology map in the form of a graph, 

showing connectivity with other nodes. Each node uses its copy of the map for com- 

puting routes to every possible destination in the network by identifying the best 

next hop for it. The map is created by combining information gathered from reacha- 

bility messages and link-state advertisements. Reachability messages are essentially 

announcements of existence, periodically transmitted by each node to neighbours 

and used to create link-state advertisements containing information about neighbour 

nodes. Each node floods the network with advertisements about its own link-state. 

After a node has received advertisements from all other nodes, it creates the topology 

map. The Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) (13] and the Intermediate System to 

Intermediate System (IS-IS) [15] protocols are examples of link-state routing. 
The working principle behind distance-vector routing is that routers periodically 

inform their neighbours about local topology changes. Periodic update from a router 

contains either the full routing table or a part of it and is sent to all neighbours. Upon 

receiving this information, other routers modify their own routing tables to reflect 

the changes and then inform their neighbours as well. The metrics used to compute 
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the best path for a network differ between different routing protocols but the basic 

operating principles remain the same. The complexity and overhead of distance vector 

protocols is generally less than that of link state protocols. Examples of distance- 

vector routing are the Routing Information Protocol (RIP) [121 and Interior Gateway 

Routing Protocol (IGRP) [161. 

Protocols like RIP or OSPF could be used in MANETs as well, at least in theory. 

However, in practice, they are not suitable for ad hoc networks because of the highly 

dynamic and resource-constrained environment. These protocols depend on intensive 

signalling to ensure that routing state at each node is fresh and accurate. Link-state 

protocols require periodic exchange of reachability messages and link-state advertise- 

ments to build the topology map. Any changes in the link-state of a node requires 

flooding the network with fresh messages so that other nodes can update their routes. 

Similarly, distance-vector protocols require routers to send route updates containing 

the whole routing table or parts of it. Clearly, these operations generate a signifi- 

cant amount of signalling across the network. Such an approach is not feasible for 

MANETs where node mobility results in dynamic network topology and short-lived 

routes, thereby needing frequent route or link-state updates. 

The unique characteristics of MANETs motivate the need for protocols that can 

fulfil the challenging requirements of ad hoc routing. In the rest of this chapter, first 

the important features of ad hoc networks are listed and then some high-level design 

requirements are discussed. Finally, a survey of ad hoc routing protocols is presented 

and their pros and cons analysed. 
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2.2 Requirements of MANET Routing Protocols 

Mobile ad hoc networks have a number of unique features which differentiate them 

from traditional networks. Some of these features and their implications on routing 

are described below: 

Device Heterogeneity: MANETs typically consist of portable communication 

devices. Given the huge variety in such devices available nowadays, it is clear that 

MANET nodes axe heterogeneous in many respects. They can be of different type 

such as laptops, Personal Digital Assistants, mobile phones, digital cameras etc. In 

addition, there axe differences in terms of battery lifetime, storage capacity, processing 

power and so on. Hence, ad hoc routing protocols have to take into account the 

diversity in device types. More specifically, protocols must be scalable and flexible to 

handle the differences in device capabilities. 

Power Constraint: MANET nodes that are on the move do not have access to 

a stable power supply and hence, have to rely on battery power. Despite advances in 

battery technology, power is still a major limitation of mobile devices. It is possible 

to simplify routing by increasing transmit power which will increase the likelihood of 

the destination lying within the transmission range. The possibility of finding direct 

paths between nodes increases with high transmitted levels but this also requires 

considerable amounts of battery power. Multi-hop paths are a better way to work 

under battery constraints. However, establishing and maintaining routes requires 

control signalling which in itself is a drain on battery. Therefore, protocols must not 

create significantly large signalling overhead. 

Node Mobility: In general, there are no limits whatsoever on the mobility profile 

of a MANET node. Hence, nodes can be stationary or mobile, depending on the usage 
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scenario. Different degrees of node mobility are to be expected. A node maybe mobile 

at one point of time but stationary at another instant of time. When a node is mobile, 

existing links with neighbouring nodes are broken and new ones axe set up with nodes 

in the vicinity'of the new position. Frequent changes in link states, coupled with the 

fact that node movements axe independent of each other, create a highly dynamic 

network topology. Therefore, protocols must be robust against node mobility. 

Absence of Fixed Infrastructure: Availability of fixed infrastructure is not a 

pre-requisite for MANETs. As a result, usage scenarios with and without infrastruc- 

ture have to be supported. In the absence of fixed infrastructure such as dedicated 

routers, switches, servers, etc., ordinary hosts share the responsibility of providing 

various network functions. The routing functionality has to be distributed across all 

nodes for robustness and resilience in the face of node mobility, Assigning too much 

importance to paxticular nodes for routing can lead to, problems when one or more of 

these special nodes leave the network. 

Variable and Constrained Bandwidth: MANET nodes axe connected by 

wireless links which are subject to effects such as fading and shadowing. Furthermore, 

most scenarios require sharing a common channel between several nodes using some 

multi-access scheme. As a result, nodes have to operate in an environment where 

bandwidth is variable as well as constrained. Efficient use of available bandwidth 

requires that overhead must be kept to a minimum. 

Based on the discussion above, a set of high-level design requirements for ad hoc 

routing protocols are abstracted: 

The protocol must be lightweight in terms of memory consumption, processing 

requirements and control overhead. 
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" The protocol must be able to find routes without significant delay. 

" The protocol must be able to react to route changes quickly. 

" The protocol must consume minimum amount of battery power. 

The protocol must be distributed in nature. 

The protocol must use the available bandwidth efficiently. 

These requirements axe, to some extent, contradictory. For a protocol to adapt 

quickly in the face of frequent route changes, intensive signalling is needed which 

results in high overhead. This, in turn, leads to battery drain as well as low bandwidth 

utilisation. Distributed operation improves robustness and resilience but also means 

that all nodes have to support routing functions. Such conflicting requirements have 

made ad hoc routing protocol design a very challenging task. Nevertheless, a large 

number of ad hoc routing protocols have been proposed in literature, as discussed in 

the next section. 

2.3 Survey of Ad hoc Routing Protocols 

2.3.1 Classification of Protocols 

There axe many different ways in which routing protocols can be classified. Below, 

some of these classification criteria are used to categorise protocols found in literature. 

Ad hoc routing protocols can be broadly divided into two categories: proactive 

and reactive. Proactive protocols follow the same approach as conventional IP routing 

protocols in the sense that each MANET node has a p7iori knowledge of routes to 
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other nodes in the network. The main advantage of this approach is that whenever a 

particular node wants to establish an application layer session with a peer, it only has 

to perform a routing table lookup to find the next hop node towards the destination. 

Therefore, data packets can be routed with minimal delay. The downside is that 

routing tables have to be kept fresh using frequent route update messages which 

contributes to the overhead and also causes congestion in the network, especially in 

high-mobility scenarios where topology changes are frequent. Maintaining exhaustive 

routing tables is also wasteful because of the short lifetimes of routes. Examples 

of such protocols include the Topology Broadcast based on Reverse-Path Forwarding 

(TBRPF) [17], Destination Sequenced Distance Vector routing [18], Wireless Routing 

Protocol [19], Fisheye State Routing (FSR) [20] etc. 

. 
The drawbacks of proactive routing suggest that protocols based on this approach 

are not well-suited for ad hoc networks. Reactive or on-demand routing has been 

proposed as an alternative. Here, NIANET nodes discover routes only when required 

and keep them only as long as they axe needed by higher layers. Thus, a node starts 

route discovery when it wants to establish an application session with another node. 

The route is active as while application data flows between them. The advantages of 

reactive routing is that there is no extra signalling for refreshing routes. In addition, 

routing tables are relatively smaller in size. The main drawback is that application 

data has to be buffered while a route is being discovered. Ad hoc On Demand Dis- 

tance Vector (AODV) [21], Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [22], Topology Ordered 

Routing Algorithm (TORA) [23], Relative Distance Micro-discovery Ad hoc Routing 

(RDMAR) [3] are some of the reactive protocols found in literature. 
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The pros and cons of both these routing approaches have motivated the develop- 

ment of hybrid protocols which include both reactive and proactive elements in order 

to exploit the advantages of both. The Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) [24] is a prime 

example of hybrid routing. 

Ad hoc routing protocols are also classified as flat or hierarchical. In flat routing, 

each node participates equally in routing and no node has any special responsibilities. 

Examples include AODV, DSR, RDMAR. Hierarchical protocols organise network 

nodes into a hierarchy. Nodes are grouped into clusters or zones and within each 

such group, certain nodes have special roles. ZRP employs hierarchical routing by 

dividing the network into zones. Flat routing is fully distributed and hence it is 

more flexible, robust and resilient. However, it suffers from scalability problems with 

respect to network size. Hierarchical routing protocols exploit device heterogeneity by 

taking advantage of superior capabilities of certain nodes in the network. In addition, 

clustering or zoning isolates local changes from affecting the whole network. At the 

same time, this approach introduces possible points of failure in the network and may 

even result in partitioning of the network. 

Protocols can further be categorised as location-aware or location-agnostic, de- 

pending on whether information about network nodes' positions is used for computing 

routes or not. Although, in general, routing is intrinsically linked to physical location 

of nodes, most ad hoc routing protocols, such as AODV, TORA, DSR, DSDV, do 

not explicitly use location information when making routing decisions. In contrast, 

Location-aided Routing (LAR) [25] uses node position information when establishing 

routes while RDMAR uses relative node positions for the same purpose. 
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The classification presented above is not exhaustive. For instance, ad hoc routing 

protocols can also be categorised as distance-vector or link-state; unicast or multicast 

and so on. Rather than going deeper in classifying protocols, it is more instructive to 

compare and contrast some of the protocols mentioned above. 

2.3.2 Protocol Examples 

AODV is a reactive distance-vector protocol. In AODV, to discover a route, the source 

node broadcasts a Route Request (RREQ) message to its neighbours. The message 

contains addresses of the source and destination nodes and a sequence number. When 

an intermediate node receives this request, it installs a route towards the source node 

and then checks if a valid route to the destination is available in its route table. A 

Route Reply (RREP) message is sent to the source node if a route to the destination 

is found. Otherwise, the node rebroadcasts the RREQ and in this way, the message 

is relayed towards the destination node. Upon receiving the RREQ, the destination 

stores the newly-discovered route towards the source and sends back an RREP. The 

message is routed to the source by intermediate nodes using routes established during 

RREQ forwarding. As the RREP message progresses towards the source, intermediate 

nodes add/update routing table entries for the destination node. AODV ensures loop- 

free behaviour with the help of sequence numbers. Each node has its own sequence 

number which is incremented whenever there is a topology change in the immediate 

neighbourhood of a node. The sequence number also helps in selecting the fresh 

routes. A node's route table lists reachable destinations, the distance (in hops), 

the corresponding next hops and the sequence number of each destination node. A 

timer is also associated with each route table entry, which is updated whenever the 
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particular route is used for routing application data. Routes are deleted when the 

associated timers expire. Nodes that sense a link break, delete the failed route(s) 

and initiate the Failure Notification procedure to inform all the affected nodes about 

this event. Thereafter, the Route Maintenance procedure is performed to find an 

alternative route between the source-destination pair. AODV eliminates the need for 

expensive routing table updates by establishing and maintaining routes as and when 

required. At the same time, nodes cannot establish application sessions until the 

route discovery is successfully completed. The protocol is flat and distributed and 

hence resilient and robust. 

DSR uses the source-routing approach where the header of each data packet car- 

ries the full and ordered hop-by-hop route to the destination. To find a route to 

a particular destination, the source broadcasts an RREQ as in the case of AODV. 

As the message propagates towards the destination, intermediate nodes append their 

addresses to the route record. When the RREQ finally reaches the destination, the 

full route from source to destination is available in the message. The destination 

sends an RREP that also includes the route record. Upon receipt of the reply, the 

source creates a routing entry for the destination. If multiple routes are found, they 

axe all installed in the cache. These additional routes provide redundancy in case 

of route failure. Furthermore, DSR has an aggressive caching strategy to discover 

routes while forwarding packets for other nodes and overhearing packets transmitted 

by other nodes. Source routing eliminates the need of keeping routes at the interme- 

diate nodes. An obvious disadvantage is the overhead represented by the route record 

contained in the header. This can be quite significant if routes consist of several hops. 
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The Zone Routing Protocol includes both proactive and reactive features. The 

network is divided into overlapping routing zones with each network node at the 

centre of a zone. Within a particular zone, an Intrazone Routing Protocol (IARP) 

is used to proactively maintain routes between each node-pair within the zone. The 

size of a zone is defined by the zone radius parameter, expressed in number of hops. 

To find a route to a node which lies-in a different zone, an Interzone Routing Protocol 

(IERP) is used. In this case, the source sends a route request to its border nodes 

which check their local route tables and if a route to the destination is available, a 

reply is sent back. Otherwise, the message is forwarded to their own border nodes 

and the procedure is repeated until the destination is found. The main advantage of 

ZRP is that the effect of topology changes is localised within the zones. Moreover, 

routes between nodes located within the same zone are available upfront and hence 

route acquisition delay is very small. ZRP does not specify the choice of IARP 

and in theory, any proactive protocol could be used. The choice of zone radius is 

an important design parameter. A small radius reduces the amount'of signalling 

overhead due to the IARP procedures. At the same, it results in more frequent use 

of IERP for route discovery. 

Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) [26] protocol uses the proactive approach. 

In OLSR, each node selects some of its neighbour nodes as multipoint relays (MPRs). 

This subset is referred to as the MPRset'of the node. Each MPR node maintains a 

MPR Selector set which is a list of all the nodes that have selected it as an MPR. A 

node's control traffic can only be forwarded by nodes that are in its MPRset. This 

prevents unnecessary transmissions of a message while it is being flooded into the 

network. Like other link-state protocols, in OLSR also, nodes use Hello messages to 
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advertise one-hop neighbours and discover two-hop neighbours. However, the link- 

state is flooded into the network only by MPR nodes using Topology Control (TC) 

messages. F'urthermore, an MPR node only has to advertise the links with nodes 

in its MPR Selector set. The information in TC messages is used to build routing 

tables in each node. OLSR optimises the classical link-state algorithm by decreasing 

the number of transmissions during message flooding and at the same time reducing 

the size of link-state advertisement messages. Compared to reactive protocols such 

as AODV and DSR, route acquisition delay is smaller but control overhead is higher. 

Advantages of OLSR are more pronounced in large-sized and dense networks. 

The Location-aided Routing (LAR) protocol uses information about nodes' phys- 

ical location for reducing control overhead. LAR assumes that nodes can obtain their 

position precisely using GPS or other means. If the source knows the previous location 

of the destination, then based on the time elapsed since the position information was 

acquired, it defines an expected zone, which is the area where the source expects the 

destination to be in. Further, the source also identifies a request zone that is defined 

to be the smallest rectangle that includes the present position of the source node and 

the expected zone. During the route discovery process, ally intermediate nodes that 

do not lie in the request zone discard route request packets. Thus, unnecessary route 

requests are suppressed and control overhead is reduced. One problem with LAR is 

the assumption that all nodes have position information using GPS because it may 

not always be true as it is extremely difficult to get location information in certain 

situations, such as in built-up areas. 

Relative Distance Micro-discovery Ad hoc Routing (RDMAR) is also a reactive 

protocol which uses information about node location for routing. The distinguishing 
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feature of RDMAR is the concept of localised route discovery that tries to limit the 

scope of route discovery process to reduce the control overhead incurred. The RD- 

MAR approach to ad hoc routing involves the use of the Relative Distance Estimation 

(RDE) algorithm. As the name indicates, RDE estimates the relative distance be- 

tween a node-pair based on the last known value of the relative distance between the 

two and the time elapsed since this value was recorded. The distance is converted to 

hop count and used to limit the search area and thus reduce control overhead. 

A recent re-chartering of the IETF MANET Working Group has resulted in efforts 

towards standardisation of one reactive and one proactive protocol. The Dynamic 

On-demand MANET routing protocol (DYMO) [27], derived from AODV, has been 

adopted as the reactive protocol. 

2.4 Discussion 

In this chapter, different aspects of ad hoe routing have been discussed. The chax- 

acteristic features of these networks were described and analysed to yield a set of 

high-level requirements. In order to meet the unique challenges posed by ad hoc 

networks, routing protocols have to be: 

" lightweight 

" fast 

" robust and resilient 

" power-efficient 

" bandwidth-efficient 
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The requirements listed above axe contradictory in nature and hence, it is almost 

impossible to design protocols that meet all of them. Therefore, research effort has 

focussed on finding the right trade-off between these competing factors. A wide variety 

of protocols have been proposed in literature based on different routing approaches 

such as reactive/proactive/hybrid, flat/hiearachical, location-aware/location-agnostic 

etc. This classification yields insight into the pros and cons of these different protocols. 



Chapter 3 

Position- assisted Routing in Ad 
hoc Networks 

3.1 Introduction 

The Relative Distance Micro-discovery Ad hoc Routing (RDMAR) protocol was 

briefly described in the previous chapter. RDMAR is a reactive, distance-vector pro- 

tocol, designed to minimise the control signalling overhead incurred for route setup 

and maintenance. This objective is achieved through q1tery localisation which refers 

to limiting the spread of route request messages. RDMAR limits the scope of route 

discovery by estimating the relative distance between source and destination nodes 

which and then using it to set a parameter in the route request packet to control its 

indiscriminate forwarding by intermediate nodes. In this chapter, first the different 

elements of RDMAR are described in detail and then two extensions are proposed 

to further improve its localisation performance. These extensions rely on the use 6f 

node positions for routing purposes. Finally, results of a simulation-based evaluation 

of these extensions are presented. 

28 
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3.2 Relative Distance Micro-discovery Ad hoc Rout- 

ing Protocol 

RDMAR comprises two main procedures: Route Discovery and Route Maintenance. 

The former is used for discovering the shortest-length route between source-destination 

pairs while the latter is invoked when active routes fail. These two procedures axe 

common to all reactive distance-vector protocols [21][22][25]. The feature that dis- 

tinguishes RDMAR from other protocols is the optimised route discovery mechanism 

referred to as Relative Distance Micro-discovery (RDM). The micro-discovery pro- 

cedure includes a Relative Distance Estimation (RDE) algorithm to compute the 

relative distance between nodes. In the following, first a high-level overview of the 

protocol operations is given and then the RDE algorithm is described. 

3.2.1 Route Discovery 

The route discovery procedure is triggered when a data packet is received from upper 

layers for a destination to which there is no active route. At the source node, say 

S, the local route table is checked to determine if an active route to the destination 

node, say D, is available. The packet is forwaxded to the appropriate next hop node 

if a valid route is found. Otherwise, the data packet is buffered and the RDM process 

is initiated. 

The first step in RDM is to estimate the relative distance (RD) between nodes S 

and D. The RD is converted into number of hops and then a Route Request(RREQ) 

message is created, with the Time-To-Live (TTL) field set to the estimated RD, 

and broadcast to its neighbours. All nodes that lie within the transmission range of 
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node S receive this packet. Such nodes are generally referred to as intennediate nodes. 

Each recipient checks the destination address field of the RREQ message to determine 

whether the request is intended for itself or some other node. Assuming that none of 

the neighbours is the target, they first install a reverse route towards the source and 

then rebroadcast the RREQ, after decrementing the TTL. Each intermediate node 

keeps a list of RREQs that have been forwarded previously and when an RREQ is 

received that matches one stored in the list, it is discarded. This is necessary to 

suppress duplicate requests from propagating in the network. In this way, the route 

query proceeds towards node D. When it finally receives the RREQ, the destination 

stores the route and sends a Route Reply (RREP) message to node S using the newly 

established route. The RREP is routed to the source via various intermediate nodes 

using the reverse routes learnt during the RREQ forwarding phase. Before sending 

the RREP to the next hop, intermediate nodes store the fonvard route towards the 

destination. It must be noted that unlike AODV [21] and DSR [22], in RDMAR, an 

RREP can only be generated by the destination node. 

Figure 3.1 illustrates route discovery in an ad hoc network, where node S is at- 

tempting to find a route to node D, with the estimated RD equal to 2 hops. The 

RREQ broadcast by node S is intercepted by nodes 1 and 3 which forward it fur- 

ther after decrementing the TTL (now equal to 1). One of the recipients is node D 

which stores the route and sends RREP to the source. Nodes 2 and 4 also receive 

the RREQ forwarded by nodes 1 and 3, respectively. However, when they decrement 

the TTL, it becomes zero and hence they discard the RREQ Had the original TTL 

been greater than 2, the RREQ would have been forwarded by nodes 2 and 4 to their 

neighbours (nodes 7 and 5, respectively) although the destination was only two hops 
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Figure 3.1: Route Discovery 

away. Thus, the RDM inechailism ensures that the spread of RREQs is localised 

to a linlited region of tile network, in contrast to a pure flooding IlleChanis'll where nn 

RREQs itre allowed to propagate throughout, the network. 

The routing table entries created at source, destination and interinediate nodes 

during the propagation of route discovery inessages (both RREQ and RREP) include, 

besides next hop address and hop count for the routes, the tinie when the route was 

added in the Time 
-La st-Upda ted JLU) field. This inforination is used during future 

RDM procedures, as will be clear later. 

The route discovery procedure is conipleted when the RREP reaches nodc S and 

tile newly discovered route to the destination is installed in the local routing table. 

Thereafter, data packets that were quelied up while the route was being discovered, 
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are transmitted on a First-In-First-Out basis and any packets that come afterwards 

are also routed as per normal. 

3.2.2 Route Maintenance 

A route is maxked as active as long as data packets are being sent over that route 

on a regular basis. Because of the dynamic topology of ad hoc networks, routes may 

fail from time to time. When an intermediate node, say I, along an active route 

is unable to forward a packet, then it tries retransmission. Only a fixed number of 

retries are allowed for each packet and if this count is exceeded, the route is deemed to 

have failed and route maintenance procedure is initiated. Note that on a given route, 

data flow can be in either direction and hence such an error may occur on the path 

downstream from node S to node D or upstream from D to-S. The response of node I 

(which detected the route failure) depends on its relative location with respect to the 

source and destination. If the distance of node I from D is less than that from node 

S, then it launches the RDM procedure directed towards the destination. However, 

if node I is closer to the source, a packet delivery failure notice is sent to the source 

and the Failure Notification (FN) is initiated. During this procedure, whenever node 

I receives a packet that in the normal course would have been routed over the failed 

route, the packet is dropped and an FN message is sent to the source which is added 

into the so-called Dependent List. This is done only once and any subsequent packets 

from that source are simply discarded. As the FN propagates towards the source, 

intermediate nodes delete the route towaxds the affected destination if it passed via 

the node that forwarded the FN. When node S receives the FN from node I, a fresh 

route discovery cycle is started. 
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Figure 3.2 illustrates the route maintenance process. In this case, there are three 

active routes (marked by red bidirectional arrows) between nodes 1-9,4-8 and 3-6, 

respectivel. y. All the routes traverse the link between nodes 2 and 5. When node 2 

detects that the -vN, ir(, Iess link with node 5 has failed, it deactivates all the routes with 

node 5 as next hop. Furthermore, it sends Route Error (IRER, R) messages to nodes 

1,4 and 9 to inforin thein about, the route failure. 

Figure 3.2: Route Maintenance 
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3.2.3 Relative Distance Estimation 

The RDE algorithm is applied whenever a node wants to discover a route to another 

node in the network. Given the previously known distance between two nodes, a loca- 

tion prediction model is used to estimate the current relative distance. As mentioned 

earlier, each routing table entry has a TLU field which indicates the last time when 

routing information about the corresponding destination was received. Note that the 

TLU field is updated whenever a data packet is received from the destination. 

With reference to Figure 3.1, the first step in RDE is to determine the time 

elapsed since the routing table entry for node D was last updated. The value stored 

in the TLU field is used to calculate this time, referred to as 4, ', tiý', - Given the 

elapsed time and assuming a moderate speed, Micro- Velocity and a moderate radio 

range Micro-Range, node S determines the source and destination offsets) as shown 

in Figure 3.3. The significance of source offset is that node S can be found in a circle 

of radius equal to it after time tnýtj,, n. In Figure 3.3, this area is shown as the shaded 

region on the left. The centre of this circle represents the initial location of the node. 

The same relationship exists between the destination offset and node D (represented 

by the shaded circle on the right). The offsets axe determined as below [281: 

Soffset " VIA * tmotion 

doffset " Vii * tmotion (3.2.1) 

where v,, is the Micro- Velocity. 

The new relative distance depends on the exact location of the nodes within the 

two circles that represent the sets of their possible locations. Based on source and 

destination offsets, the expected minimum and maximum possible relative distances 
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Figure 3.3: Rehitive Distance Estimation 

between the two are given by: 

New-RD-11-Radias ...... = RD II 
-Ro 

di us+s,, f f, t 

Xcu, -RD-A1-1? adius,,, j,, = RDAI-Radius - soff,,; (,, 
(3.2.2) 

The new relative distance falls between these two extremes. A stoclia-stic model 

sI Ný, jis prescnted in [31 to predict the new relative distance between the nodes, NL Od 01 

a two-dimensional random walk niodel. It inakes two koy assumptions: a) Time is, 

divided hito discrete units called slots an(I 1)) 111 tilla, slot, a node either inoves 

one step (left. right. up or doNvil) or stays stationary. The Ivin, th of each ', "t('I) is HIC 

product of 110(le velocitly aild -, lot duration. The analytical model use's the com-OPt 

of Virtual Rill! ] (\'\\-R). 'Llking the position of a node at time tý0 its 

the reference sp)t. 1 -11 A is defilled as the circular reg-ion with the refelvilce "'pot a's 

centre and radius equal to the Illaxillitim distallce that the ilode could have travelled 

"I 

New-RDM-Radius-Min .'' RDM 
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in time t (t > 0). VIVRt enconilvLs'se", '111 the possible Position's that the 110(1(' could 

have moved to froill its reference position -within time t. The imillber of all such 

positions. S, fi)r VIVR, is gOven by [28]: 

t 

S, - 
E(I * i) +It=0,1,2, (3.2.3) 
iýo 

The moNvinent of a node during a tinicsiot is modclIcd using a 2-dimensional Nlarkov 

walk model. a. s illustrated in Figurc 3.4. The five possible movement states are: 

stationarY (S). up-move (U). do-vvii-inow, (D), left-move (L) and right-mok, '(1 (B). The 

figure idso indicates the state transition probabilities. 

7 /ik\ 
(/// \\ 

1 -q-3V' 

V 

Fignirc 3.4: State diagrain for liode movements 

Lot thestato space he denoted by r' = S, U. D, L. R and r(t) he the state at till'O 

Furthermore, iv-; suming that the distance betwooll a 110do's spot and its 
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location at time t is d(t), the distance at time t+1 can take 4 possible values [28]: 

d(t + 1) = 

d(t) if r(t) = S; 

d(t) +D if IP(t) = R; 

d(t) -D if r(t) = L; 
VT(t) -+D2 if r(t) =u or r(t) =D 

where D is the distance travelled during a single time slot. 

J(D(t)), IP(t), t=0,1,2,... } is a Markov chain as D(t + 1) depends only on D(t). 

The stationary probability distribution of this Markov chain, derived in [3], is used 

to find thea node's spot configuration which consists of the probabilities of different 

possible positions where it can be located relative to its reference spot. The model 

assumes that both the source and destination nodes in Figure 3.3 have same values for 

p, q and v respectively which implies that their spot configurations will be identical. 

It is further assumed that both nodes have the same transmission range and similar 

mobility patterns. In other words, the source and destination offsets will be equal. 

Given the spot configurations, the next step is to perform their convolution to deter- 

mine the probabilities of different possible relative distances between the nodes. Once 

these probabilities are known, the distance with the highest probability is selected as 

the new RD. 

This algorithm differentiates between two possible scenarios with reference to the 

two circles in Figure 3.3, centred at nodes S and D, respectively. In the first case, the 

two circles are non-overlapping which happens when soff8et (and doff,,, t) is less than 

half the previous relative distance. The second case is where the circles are overlapping 

which occurs when s,, ff,, t is greater than half the previous relative distance. 

In the next section, some of the factors which influence RDMAR performance are 

discussed and then the position-assisted routing extension is described in detail. 
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3.3 Position-assisted Routing 

The performance of RDMAR has been studied in detail and compared with other 

ad hoc routing protocols [3] [28]. These investigations revealed that localized route 

discovery results in improved overall protocol performance. The control overhead 

generated by RDMAR was found to be much less and this difference was accentuated 

as the transmission range increased. However, the route acquisition latency was 

higher on the average, because route discovery in RDMAR is an end-to-end process 

and only the destination is allowed to send RREP messages. This contrasts with 

AODV [21] and DSR [22] protocols where intermediate nodes can send RREPs on 

behalf of the destination if they have valid routes to it. The RDE algorithm holds the 

key to RDNIAR performance. Accurate estimation of RD will lead to the discovery 

of a route to the destination in the first attempt with minimum overhead. Otherwise, 

two different types of anomalous situations arise. First, if the new RD determined 

by the algorithm is less than the actual RD, the first attempt at route discovery 

will fail because the RREQ is discarded before it reaches the destination as a result 

of TTL expiration. A new route discovery cycle is launched after incrementing the 

RD estimate by one hop. In the worst case, the discovery process may have to be 

repeated many times with increasing values of RD until the destination is found 

or the RD exceeds a pre-defined RD,,,,, (which depends on network size). These 

repeated route discovery cycles result in considerable signalling overhead and also 

increase route acquisition delay. Second, if the estimated RD is more than the actual 

RD, the RREQ messages will travel to a much wider area than required, thereby 

leading to undesirable signalling. 
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1' 

The discussion above underlines the importance of RDE in the RDMAR protocol. 

The accuracy of RDE depends on a number of factors, first of which is the freshness 

of information about the last known RD value between the nodes. This is reflected 

by the value of t,,, &j,,, which itself depends on the TLU parameter. On one hand, 

smaller the value of the higher the chances that the estimate of the new RD 

is closer to the actual RD. On the other hand, a large value of t""'tj"' means that 

the information about previous RD is outdated and may result i1i highly inaccurate 

estimate of new RD, especially if the destination node was moving at a high speed 

during this period. To avoid wildly inaccurate RD estimates (and hence incur high 

overhead), the RDE algorithm is not applied at all if t,,,, ti,, exceeds a pre-defined 

maximum value. The second factor which influences RDE accuracy is the value of 

v. (Micro- Velocity) used to compute the offsets in Equation 3.2.1. This parameter 

represents node velocity and is assumed to be the same for all nodes. For a specific 

node, if v. is more than its actual velocity during the time period under estimation 

(which equals the calculated offset will be an over-estimate. Conversely, if v,, 

is less than the node velocity, the offset will be underestimated. In both cases, the end 

result will be inaccurate RD estimation. The third factor that affects the preciseness 

of the RDE algorithm is the choice of values for the probabilities of motion, i. e. p, q 

and v respectively. 

It is clear that any improvement in the accuracy of the RDE will have a favorable 

impact on the overall protocol performance. The stochastic model used in RDE for 

movement prediction is based on relative positions of nodes, expressed as function of 

time, and iterates upon them to arrive at an estimate of the new relative distance 

between the two nodes. The RDE algorithm is executed at the source node but 
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it assumes equal level of uncertainty in the relative positions of the two nodes. In 

Figure 3.3, the source node selects a possible location in its VWR and computes 

the probability of being found in that spot. Then, for each possible position of the 

destination (bounded by its VWR), it computes the associated probabilities. Finally, 

the RD corresponding to each destination position and the related probability are 

calculated. The same procedure is repeated for all possible positions of the source 

node. If a. particular RD appears more than once, the related probabilities are added. 

The end result is a table of distances and associated probabilities out of which, the 

RD which has the highest probability is chosen. 

The discussion above motivates the introduction of the position-assisted routing 

extension to RDMAR. There are two key features of the proposed extension: Hybrid 

Distance Estimation and Directed Route Discovery. The first one concerns the use of 

node positions in the RDE algorithm while the second one also makes use of position 

information for further narrowing the scope of route discovery. 

3.3.1 Hybrid Distance Estimation 

The Hybrid Distance Estimation (HDE) algorithm inherits the stochastic model of 

RDE for predicting node mobility. The key difference is that HDE is designed to work 

with both physical and relative distances. In the default case, HDE uses physical 

location of source and destination nodes to estimate the physical distance PD, which 

is then converted to TTL. When location information about either of the nodes (or 

both) is unavailable, the algorithm reverts back to RD estimation, as described in 

Section 3.2.3. 
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The phYsical distance is estimated bY simplif, ving the RDE algorithin to take into 

account the fact that now there is no 1111certailitY ill the source node's position. ý/Vitli 

reference to Fi-mv 3.3, the circle around node S is reduced to a point located at 

its currentlY known (x. y) COOF(linates. The circle around node D is still there but 

contred at its previouslY known coordinates. The new situation is depicted in Figure 

3.5. 

/ 

1 PDM_Radius 
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� 
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z 
I 
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\ 

Fignire 3.5: Physical Distance Estimation I- 

Destination 
Offset 

The scope of route discovery is bounded by the two dashed circles. Note that 

PD. 11 refersý to PhYsical Distance Micro-discovery (cf. Relative Distance Micro- 

discovery). The actual scope of rollte disco-, -cry is determilled by estilllýltillýg the 

new PD hetween the nodes S and D. depicted hy the solid circle (with radills e(lual 

to PD. 11-Radius-Estimatc). With its own position already known, the stoCIMstic 
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model is used by the source node to determine probabilities of the possible (new) po- 

sitions of the destination, given its last previously known location. It then calculates 

the probabilities of all possible distances between the two nodes. Finally, the most 

probable PD is chosen for determining the TTL to be used in the RREQ message. 

Physical distance estimation will obviously work only if nodes know their own 

position as well that of other nodes. Therefore, each node must be equipped with a 

mechanism to obtain position data. For sharing such data within the network, the 

RDMAR protocol messages have been modified. A new field has been added to the 

RREQ message to include the source node's current location. This information is 

used by intermediate nodes as well as the destination to store the location of node 

S so that it could be used in future. Similarly, the RREP packet has been modified 

to include the destination position. As with the RREQ, intermediate nodes and the 

source store the destination coordinates while processing the RREP. Note that there 

is no separate database for storing location. Instead, an additional field is introduced 

in the routing table to store position data for each destination entry. ' 
At the beginning of a route discovery, it may happen that the source is unable 

to acquire information about its position. It is also possible that the source has no 

information about the previous position of the destination. This could happen when 

the last received RREP/RREQ originating from the destination had no position data. 

In both these cases, the original RDE algorithm is used for getting the TTL value. 

3.3.2 Directed Route Discovery 

Directed route discovery exploits the knowledge of node positions to further optimize 

the protocol. Afore specifically, location information is used to limit the scope of 
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the route discovery procedure further. Route discovery in native RDMAR is omni- 

directional i. e., the source (and intermediate) nodes broadcast route request packets 

and any node within their transmission range can receive the message and forward to 

its own neighbours as long as the TTL is greater than zero. Now, consider the network 

nodes to be lying in a 2-dimensional space with the source node at the origin. It is 

obvious that the destination can be located in only one of the four quadrants. Assume, 

for the sake of argument, that it is in the top-right quadrant, in which case, any route 

requests that propagate away from this quadrant will be of no use. Therefore, RREQ 

messages propagating away towards the edges of the remaining quadrants constitute 

an overhead and lead to inefficient use of bandwidth. This is evident from Figure 3.5 

where the discovery region is a circle centred at node S although the destination is to 

be found on its right side. 

Directed route discovery utilises position information to steer RREQ packets to- 

wards the quadrant in which the destination is located and thus avoids the wasteful 

situation mentioned above. When a route is to be discovered, the source node in- 

vokes the HDE procedure and sets the TTL field in the RREQ packet accordingly. In 

addition, it makes use of the previously known location of the destination to predict 

the approximate direction where the destination is located with respect to the source. 

Knowing its own position, the source node can determine the quadrant in which node 

D is located. This information is then inserted into the RREQ message. 

When an intermediate node, say 1, receives this message, it checks the quadrant 

it is situated in relative to node S. If node I is located in the same quadrant as the 

destination, it forwards the message to its neighbours. Otherwise, the reverse route 

to the source is stored but the RREQ is discarded. This procedure makes route 
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discovery more locidised to ffirther reduce the control overlicad. Once again, directed 

route discovery call be applied onlY when tll(,,, oiir(, (, node known its own position, a, 

well iLs that of the destination; otherwise route discovery follows tll(, onini-directional 

approach. Fi,, ), ur(, 3.6 illustrates how directed route discovery is used. 

Ill. (, 3.6: Direct discoverv 

The fignire above shows a MANET where node S wants to fin(l zi route to nodc 

D. After estimating, the distance to ilode D, the source node det (11-11 'ilws that tlW 

destination node is located ill the top right, (Illadralit 'Ind this information is illchided 

ill the RREQ packet. When the rolite request reaches liodes that an, ill (111,1dralit 

1. thely (lecide to forward it to their neighbours. Nodes that are ill other (juadnints 

discm-d the messape and OW "c(Illest propatgates 110 fill-tlj(, r ill those regions. Thus, 
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unwanted route request messages are eliminated and the route request is steered to- 

waxds the destination. Although, in general, this approach will help reduce signalling 

overhead, it must be pointed out that in certain situations, the reverse may happen. 

More specifically, - with reference to Figure 3.6, if there are no other nodes (besides the 

destination) in the top-right quadrant, then route discovery will fail. This problem 

will be more acute in sparse networks. 

3.3.3 Data Structures 

The position-assisted routing extension for RDMAR requires certain changes to the 

protocol data structures. In particulax, modifications have been made to the route 

request and reply messages as well as the routing table. The new data structures axe 

briefly described below. 

Routing Table: Each node maintains a routing table which contains routes 

discovered either directly or via information gathered during forwarding of RREQ or 

RREP messages. A new field is introduced in the routing table to store the coordinates 

of each destination. The modified routing table has the following fields: 

1. Hop Count - distance between source and destination 

2. Destination Address 

3. Next Hop - neighbouring node via which destination can be reached 

4. Time Last Updated - time when this entry was last updated 

5. Position - coordinates of destination (New field) 

6. Route Timeout - timer value for this route 
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Route Request: The RREQ message is extended with two new fields: one 

for storing the location of source node (originator of the RREQ) and another for 

indicating the quadrant in which the destination is expected to be found. In addition, 

a flag is added to indicate if the message carried source position information. The 

RREQ format is shown in Figure 3.7. 

01 11 2 131 41 5 6 7 8 9 01 11 2 131 41 - 51 - 6 r 71 81 91 01 11 21 31 41 51 61 71 8 191 01 1 

Type I Ql pi Reserved Hop Count 
RREQID 

Source Address 
Source X Coordinate 
Source Y Coordinate 

Source Sequence Number 
Destination Address 

Destination Sequence Number 

Figure 3.7: Route Request 

The fields in the RREQ message are as follows: 

1. Type - Indicates the message type ('1' for RREQ) 

2. Q- 2-bit number indicating the quadrant in which the destination is located 

3. P- Position flag which indicates if the message contains source coordinates 

4. Reserved - Sent as 0; ignored at reception 

5. Hop Count - Number of hops from the source to node currently processing the 

RREQ 

6. RREQ Identifier - Unique number indicating the freshness of route request 
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7. Source Address - IP address of the RREQ originator 

8. Source X Coordinate -X coordinate of source position 

9. Source Y Coordinate -Y coordinate of source position 

10. Source Sequence Number - Current sequence no. associated with source node 

11. Destination Address - IP address of destination node 

12. Destination Sequence Number - Last known sequence no. of destination node 

Route Reply: The RREP has one new field to store the location of destination 

node (originator of RREP) and an extra flag to indicate if destination position is 

included in the message. The RREP format is shown in Figure 3.8. 

01 11 21 31 41 51 61 71 8 191 01 1 121 31 41 51 61 -71 81 9 101 11 21 ý 41 51 61 71 81 91 0 1 

Type PI Reserved Hop Count 

Source Address 
Destination Address 

Destination Sequence Number 
Destination X Coordinate 
Destination Y Coordinate 

Lifetime 

Figure 3.8: Route Reply 

The fields in the RREP message are as follows: 

1. Type - Indicates the message type ('1' for RREQ) 

2. P- Position flag which indicates if the message contains source coordinates 

3. Reserved - Sent as 0; ignored at reception 
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4. Hop Count - Number of hops from the destination to the node currently pro- 

cessing the RREP 

5. Source Address - IP address of the RREQ originator 

6. Destination Address - IP address of destination node 

7. Destination X Coordinate -X coordinate of destination position 

8. Destination Y Coordinate -Y coordinate of destination position 

9. Destination Sequence Number - Last known sequence no. of destination node 

10. Lifetime - The time in milliseconds for which nodes receiving the RREP consider 

the route to be valid 

The remaining data structures have been left untouched. These include the Failure 

Notification message, the Dependent List and the RREQ Table [28]. 

3.3.4 Positioning Techniques 

The RDMAR extension proposed here is critically dependent on the ability of network 

nodes to determine their positions because in the absence of such information, the 

protocol falls back to its original form. A number of methods have been proposed to 

determine the location of mobile nodes. Some of them are briefly summarised here. 

The Global Positioning System (GPS) [29] is undoubtedly the most widespread 

means of obtaining position information. In GPS-based positioning, a node receives 

radio signals from multiple satellites and then applies triangulation to estimate its 

position, with an accuracy of 10m. GPS is an attractive option because of its accuracy 
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and public availability. Nowadays, it is becoming increasingly common for mobile 

devices to have GPS functionality built-in. However, GPS suffers from some well- 

known limitations. The accuracy is significantly degraded when used indoors. GPS 

signals are subject to attenuation under adverse climatic conditions. A GPS receiver 

has its own radio for listening to satellite signals and will use battery power which is 

an important resource for nodes in mobile ad hoc networks. 

A number of node positioning techniques using wide-area cellular systems have 

also been proposed in literature. These are typically based on direction, time and 

strength of signals received from cellular base stations [30]. Each measurement defines 

a locus on which the node can be positioned and the intersection point of the loci from 

multiple measurements reveals the location of the node. The node position can then 

be estimated by triangulation. The Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) technique 

uses difference in propagation delays of the signals from the transmitter(s). In [31], a 

technique is proposed for mitigating the error in TDOA-based estimation of mobile 

position by using the direct link-up ability of the node in a hybrid ad hoc cellular 

system. This method uses nearby nodes with position information and direct linking 

ability to the targeted node to assist in positioning. 

The proliferation of Wireless LAN (WLAN) has led to the development of several 

methods for node positioning based on measurements of radio signals from Access 

Points (APs). However, most of them are primaxily targeted at indoor positioning. 

One such technique based on WLAN is discussed in [321 where a radio map is created 

after measuring the signal strengths of APs at different points within a building. The 

signal distribution is used to train a position-determination model. Mobile nodes em- 

ploy this model to estimate their positions. A client-based WLAN indoor positioning 
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technique is presented in [33]. It proposes enhancements to triangulation-based in- 

door positioning in WLANs using a radio propagation model to take into account 

signal distortion because of obstacles. 

The Ad hoc Positioning Systems (APS) [34] is a distributed node positioning tech- 

nique designed specifically for ad hoc networks. This method assumes the existence 

of at least 3 nodes (referred to as landmarks) which have access to CPS or some other 

wide area positioning method. These nodes can be stationary or mobile. Information 

about positions of the landmark nodes is distributed across the network via exchange 

of messages between one-hop neighbours. Once a node knows the positions of 3 or 

more landmark nodes, it is able to determine its own location. 

In theory, any of the techniques mentioned above can be used for node positioning 

as long as the necessary conditions are met. Nodes in an ad hoc network sifuated in 

a building with MAN can use one of the indoor WLAN-based positioning methods. 

Similarly, in outdoor scenarios, CPS can be used if all nodes axe equipped with 

receivers. Otherwise, the APS could be deployed if only some of the nodes have CPS 

capability. 
I 

3.4 Performance Evaluation 

The position-assisted routing extension for RDMAR is aimed at reducing control 

overhead incurred during route discovery procedures without affecting the route ac- 

quisition delay significantly. Its impact on RDMAR's performance has been investi- 

gated using simulation modeling. In the following, first the simulation environment 

is described and then, results of the simulation are presented and discussed. 
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3.4.1 Simulation Environment 

The tool used for performance evaluation was GloMoSim [35]. The simulation model 

comprised a MANET consisting of 50 nodes distributed randomly over an area of 

1000m x 1000m. All nodes are assumed to have the same transmission range and 

are considered to be similar in all other respects. Nodes move within the simulation 

area according to the well-known (and widely used by the ad hoc network research 

community) Random Waypoint mobility model. At the start of a simulation run, 

nodes are placed randomly in the simulation area and thereafter, each node selects a 

random position and moves towards it independently in a straight line with a fixed 

speed, selected from a predefined range. Once the destination is reached, it stops there 

for a pre-determined pause time and at the end of this period, another destination 

is selected and the process is repeated. Each node has a 802.11b radio, operating in 

ad hoc mode. Furthermore, the free space channel propagation model is used. The 

investigation focusses on two performance measures: 

* Control Overhead: The number of control packets. 

Route Acquisition DeIay: Time taken by a node to discover a route to a 

destination node. 

During each simulation run, 15 application sessions were established between dif- 

ferent source-destination pairs. The session start times were staggered and all sessions 

continued until the end of the simulation. Each session generated Constant Bit Rate 

(CBR) traffic at the rate of 4 packets per second with each packet of size 64 bytes. 

These parameters have been chosen after a careful study of several simulation studies 

of ad hoc routing protocols [36] [37]. The simulation duration was set to 300 seconds. 
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The results presented here for each scenario were averaged over 50 simulation runs, 

each with a different seed. 

3.4.2 Simulation Results 

The first sct of results shows the control overhead (in terins of number of packets) for 

the native RDMAR protocol and the extended version. For each case, the signalling 

overhead due to route discovery and maintenance procedures was measured. Figure 

3.9 illustrates the overhead as a function of node speed when the transmission range 

is set to 200m. In this figure (and those that follow in this chapter), the leff"d 

'RDNIAR+' refers to the results for extended RUNIAR. The mininium node speed is 

set to zero in this simulation. Although the overhead rises with speed for both versions 

of the protocol, it is clear that, position-assisted routing helps reduce overhead. 
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Figure 3.9: Control overhead with Tx range = 200in 
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Further simulations with the transmission range set to 300ni confirm these find- 

ings, as evident froin Figure 3.10. The actual overhead is slightly lower at higher 

transmission ranges but the general trend is the same. 

1.2E+06 - 

O. OE+00 - 

* RDMAR+ 

02 46 10 

Max. Node Speed (m/s) 

Figure 3.10: Control overhead with Tx range = 30011, 

Figure 3.11 shows the percentage reduction in overhead when transmission range 

is 200m. The combination of hybrid distance estimation and directed route discovery 

results in the 15 - 20(/(, reduction in overhead. The performance is better in the region 

where average node speed assumed by the RDE algorithm matches the actual average 

node speed (i. e. 4 ni/s) and it falls off when speeds are lower or higher. 

The impressive performance gain of position-assisted RD,, NIAB (-an be attributed 

to the twin-effects of improved distance estimation and increased localisation of route 

queries. Use of position information decreases the leve-I of uncertainty in distance 

estimation which, in turn, increases the chance of reaching the destination with the 
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Figure 3.11: Reduction in control overhead with Tx range == 200m 

first RREQ - In addition, knowledge of nodes' positions enables deployment of directed 

route discovery. Both these features combine to narrow the scope of route discovery. 

The net result is a decrease in control overhead. 

Reduction in control overhead in itself is good but it is also important to look at 

route acquisition delay to get a better idea of the overall protocol performance. Figure 

3.12 shows the average route acquisition delay plotted as a function of maximum 

node velocity. The delay initially decreases as node speed is increased and after 

reaching a minimum, it staxts going up. Both versions of the protocol exhibit this 

trend. The main reason for this behavior is the inability of the distance estimation 

algorithm to make accurate estimates when the difference between node speed and 

the assumed Alicro-velocity is large. As both RDE and HDE assume the same value 

for this parameter, they axe more or less equally affected. The best performance is 
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Figure 3.12: Average route acquisition latency 

achieved when the average node speed is the saine as the assunied node speed. In the 

simulation model, Alicro-velocity is set to 2 iii/s. Therefore, the delay is iiiiiiiinuill 

when maximum node speed is 4 iii/s (resulting in average speed of 2 ni/s). 

Figure 3.12 does show a slight performance gain for position-assistcd RDNIAR- 

There are three factors that have a bearing oil the time it takes a node to find 

a route to a destination. Firstly, the extra computations and processing involved ill 

position- assist ed routing introduce an extra delay element which is added to the route 

acquisition delay. Secondly, increased accuracy in distance estiniate should result in 

better hit ratio. That is to say, an RREQ launched with TTL based oil a more 

accurate distance estimate has a higher chance of reaching the destination before the 

TTL reaches zero. Therefore, nodes are less likely to require multiple route discovery 

with increasing TTL values before a route can be found. Filially, directed route 
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discovery does not allow certain nodes to forward RREQs which can have a negative 

impact on the hit ratio. The results from Figure 3.12 indicate that the interplay of 

these factors cancels out the individual effects. 

The results presented here demonstrate that on the whole, position-assisted rout- 

ing provides significant performance gain with respect to control overhead reduction 

while simultaneously keeping the route acquisition delay more or less the same. It 

must be noted that these gains are dependent on the availability of appropriate po- 

sitioning techniques at each network node. 

3.5 Discussion 

In this chapter, the RDMAR protocol was extended by adding position-assisted rout- 

ing which uses information about nodes' positions to improve- the localisation property 

of RDMAR. The proposed extension consists of two features: Hybrid Distance Esti- 

mation and Directed Route Discovery. HDE is responsible for estimating the physical 

or relative distance between a pair of nodes, depending on the availability (or the lack 

of it) of node position data for the two nodes. When the current position of source 

node and a recent position of the destination are known, HDE estimates the new 

physical distance between them using the stochastic model of native RDMAR. HDE 

falls back to relative distance estimation when position information is not available. 

In both cases, the distance estimate is converted to hop count and inserted in the 

Time-To-Live field of the RREQ packet. Directed route discovery also uses position 

data to steer route request packets towards the region where the destination is ex- 

pected to be found. The proposed extension aims at cutting down control signalling 

needed to establish and maintain routes between nodes. 
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Performance compaxisons of the extended and original versions of RDMAR have 

been made using simulations. The results presented here show that modified RDMAR 

provides significant benefits by suppressing unnecessary signalling messages without 

degrading route acquisition performance. The observed gains exist only in the pres- 

ence of position data. This assumption may not be true all the time. However, recent 

advances in node positioning mean that this technology is maturing and this com- 

bined with. Nloore's Law will ensure that mobile nodes have access to widely available 

and relatively cheap positioning techniques in the near future. 



Chapter 4 

Multipath Routing in Ad hoc 
Networks 

4.1 Introduction 

Routing in ad hoc networks has thrown up many challenging issues and intense re- 

search effort in this area has yielded a wide variety of MANET routing protocols, 

some of which were briefly described in Chapter 2. These protocols axe designed 

to be lightweight, loop-free and quick to react in the face of topology changes due 

to mobility or other reasons. Most ad hoc routing protocols ([21][22][24]) use the 

shortest path metric for route selection. For reactive protocols, it means that route 

replies which result in longer routes axe discarded. This approach has the advantage 

of keeping routing tables small. In addition, maintaining many routes to the'same 

destination may not be useful in scenarios where topology is highly dynamic. The 

main disadvantage is that when a route breaks, ongoing sessions axe disrupted while 

a new route is being discovered. Furthermore, having only one route between a given 

source-destination pair means that all the traffic generated during application ses- 

sions involving these two nodes has to use the same path, irrespective of the specific 
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requirements of paxticular applications. Therefore, this one-path-fits-all approach is 

more suited to best-effort traffic. However, it is clear that like any other network, 

MANETs will also support applications that have different QoS requirements. 

The alternative to shortest-path routing is to maintain multiple routes towaxds 

each destination. There are many potential benefits of this approach. Knowledge of 

multiple routes provides extra information about the network topology. This could 

be exploited to ensure that connectivity between nodes is maintained for a longer 

duration, on the average. Any increase in average connectivity directly translates 

into reduction in the number of route query attempts and thus, leads to lower con- 

trol overhead. Another advantage of multiple paths is the possibility of using more 

than one route simultaneously, thus distributing traffic load and reducing congestion. 

Furthermore, maintaining multiple routes provides redundancy in the face of route 

failure. In this case, one of the routes is used to forward traffic while the rest are kept 

as backup. When the active route fails, one of the backup routes is used. Even if the 

backup route is longer than the failed route, it can be used for ongoing sessions while 

a shorter route is being discovered. In the worst case, the backup route itself may 

have become invalid since it was first discovered but this is no worse than having no 

available route except for a small increase in the duration for which ongoing sessions 

are disrupted. Bearing these considerations in mind, a multipath routing extension 

has been proposed for RDMAR to further improve its performance. In the following, 

first the related work in this area is discussed, followed by a detailed description of 

the multipath routing feature for RDMAR. Finally, results of a simulation study on 

the effect of multipath routing on RDMAR performance axe presented. 
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4.2 Related Work 

The idea of using multiple paths is not really new and first originated in the context 

of traditional circuit switched networks. Severial proposals are found in literature for 

multipath routing in packet-switched networks. In OSPF [13], multiple paths to a 

destination can be selected by a router if they all have minimum cost and [38] presents 

a link-state algorithm in which loop-free multipath routing is enabled. The Diffusing 

Algorithm for Shortest Multipath (DASM) [39] has been proposed for establishing 

multiple loop--free paths between nodes. In DASM, each node maintains a destination- 

oriented acyclic graph. Each destination entry in the routing table stores the next 

hops for the shortest and second-shortest path. However, only the shortest path 

is used for routing traffic and the second route is deployed only when the first one 

fails. The AODV-Backup Routing (AODV-BR) protocol [40] is an extension of the 

AODV protocol [21] for supporting alternate path routing where a backup route 

is used when the primary route fails. The Multi-path Destination Source Routing 

(MDSR) [411 protocol adds a multipath extension to DSR protocol [221. In MDSR, 

when a destination receives multiple route requests from the same source consisting 

of different sets of intermediate nodes (resulting in disjoint routes), it stores all the 

routes and informs the source about them by sending a route reply for each path. 

For each destination, the path first discovered is labeled as pHmary while the rest 

are called secondary routes. Only the primary route is used for data forwarding and 

when it breaks, one of the secondary routes is used. The proposal also includes an 

alternative strategy where intermediate nodes are also allowed to maintain alternate 

paths to the destination which they can use when their primary path is disrupted. 

Graph Multi-path Routing (GMR) [42] is another DSR-based protocol. It follows 
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the same principle as MDSR except that in this case, intermediate nodes collect 

route requests from the source and forward a single request containing all the paths 

obtained from the RREQs. This increases the chances of discovering node-disjoint 

routes. Split Multipath Routing (SMR) [43] is also derived from DSR. Unlike GMR, 

this protocol allows intermediate nodes to forward duplicate requests for the same 

destination. The destination selects the route obtained from the first route request 

as primary and then analyses the other requests to find the maximally disjoint route 

relative to the primary path and informs the source about both the routes. 

Analytical results in [411 show that use of multiple paths can improve the perfor- 

mance significantly but this gain is reduced as the number of paths and/or length of 

the paths increases. In [44], the impact of using alternate routes for load balancing 

is analyzed with end-to-end delay as the performance criteria. A significant improve- 

ment was seen with multipath routing but the gain was affected by network topology 

and channel chaxacteristics. The works cited above do not take into account the type 

of traffic itself and most of the algorithms presented are evaluated for UDP traffic. 

The performance of TCP over multipath routing was analyzed in [451 and results 

indicate that splitting TCP traffic over multiple paths results in degradation of per- 

formance, but use of alternate paths as back up routes is a better way of utilizing 

multiple routes. 

4.3 Multipath Routing Extension for RDMAR 

The original RDNIAR protocol is based on shortest (single) path routing. In other 

words, during route discovery, the destination node replies only to the first route 

request from the source and all further RREQs from the same source and with the 
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same sequence number are discarded. Therefore, the source and destination nodes 

end up with one route each, in either direction. During the course of an application 

layer session between them, when one of the links in the path fails, a new route dis- 

covery phase is staxted. It is clear from the discussion in the previous section that 

multipath routing can help mitigate the effects of frequent link breaks by providing 

alternate paths when the route currently in use becomes unavailable. Furthermore, 

this strategy may even reduce control overhead by suppressing unnecessary route re- 

quests. However, discovering multiple paths can also add to the signalling overhead. 

For example, in the DSR-based multipath routing protocols cited above, the destina- 

tion has to send either multiple route replies or put multiple source routes in a single 

route reply, resulting in increased amount of signalling bits exchanged between nodes. 

Furthermore, in some protocols, route acquisition delay is increased. For example, 

in GMR [42], intermediate nodes accumulate route requests and then forward the 

collected routes in a single route request. Clearly, this adds to the delay as inter- 

mediate nodes wait for a finite period of time for several requests to arrive before 

processing them. Similarly, in MSR [46], the destination accumulates route requests 

before choosing the shortest path and the maximally disjoint alternate path. 

The motivation for adding multipath routing to RDMAR is twofold. First, there 

axe clear advantages of using multiple routes. Second, unlike many other reactive 

protocols, RDMAR was designed to localise route discovery and results show that it 

is successful in reducing control'overhead [3]. In addition, the extensions proposed 

in the previous chapter have further reduced the overhead by naxrowing the scope of 

discovery to a greater extent. Therefore, RDMAR is better-suited to cope with any 

potential increase in overhead when multipath routing is added. 
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The multipath routing extension is implemented on top of position assisted rout- 

ing. There are three main elements of multipath RDMAR: Route Acquisition, Ap- 

plication Data Routing and Route Maintenance, as discussed below. 

4.3.1 Route Acquisition 

The route acquisition process of native RDMAR was designed to discover the shortest 

path to a destination. The protocol stipulates that when an RREQ is received by 

the destination, the sequence number is checked first and if it turns out to be a 

new request, the reverse route to the source is stored and an RREP is sent to the 

source. Subsequent RREQs received by the destination from the same source with 

the same sequence number are discarded. To implement multipath routing, this rule 

is relaxed. The destination is now allowed to reply back to more than one RREQ 

from the same source with the same sequence number but only if the previous hops 

of these requests are different. This rule ensures that the newly found routes are 

disjoint in least one link. When the destination starts replying to more than one 

RREQ from the same source, it will result in higher control overhead which is clearly 

undesirable. Keeping this in mind, intermediate nodes are allowed to forward only 

the first RREP they receive from the destination. However, intermediate nodes use 

the subsequent RREPs to create multiple routes to the destination. In this way, a set 

of multiple routes are established. The number of discovered paths depends on the 

network topology. It is not unreasonable to expect that sometimes only one route 

maybe discovered, especially when the network is sparse. The formal description of 

the route acquisition procedure is given below. 
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Route Request 

The source node, say S, receives application data from higher layers to be sent 

to the destination, say node D. The local routing table is searched to find available 

route(s) to the destination. Assuming that no route is found, an RREQ message is 

created and broadcast. All the first-hop neighbours of node S receive the message 

and broadcast it to their neighbours. This way the request propagates towards the 

destination according to the normal RDMAR procedure, described in the previous 

chapter. Before forwarding, each node makes sure by checking the sequence number 

that it has not processed the same message before to eliminate duplicate RREQs- 

Route Reply 

Node D receives one of the possibly many RREQs originating from node S. The 

first RREQ is assumed to yield the shortest path. This is not unreasonable bar- 

ring catastrophic congestion at some intermediate node which can delay the RREQ 

traversing the shortest path. Such a situation is not improbable but it is highly un- 

likely. Node D stores the shortest path and immediately sends an RREP back to 

the source. This ensures that route acquisition delay is no worse than in original 

RDMAR. When another RREQ is received later on from the same source with the 

same sequence number as before, node D compares the address of the node which 

forwarded the RREQ with the address of the next-hop node for the shortest path to 

node S. The RREQ is discarded if the addresses axe same; otherwise, the hop count 

is compared with that of the shortest path. If new hop count is either equal to the 

length of the shortest path or longer by one hop, then another route is added to the 

routing table and a fresh RREP is sent towards the source. This strategy limits the 

number of routes and also make sure that the difference between the path lengths 
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is not oreater than one. At an intermediate node, the first RREP sent by node D 

is processed ius per ilonnal: a route to node D is installed in the routing, table alld 

the BEEP forwarded towards the source. When another RREP is received for the 

SM110 with the saille 1111111hel. iu-; beforc, the rolit-c is added to the tahle 

but the iii(,,,, -, ag(, is discarded. This limits propagation of R. REPs and also increases 

disJointnes's of routes available at the source. At node S, multiple routes bitsed on 

received RREPs (-, N, itli the same sequence number) are stored in the routing table. 

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 illustrate the route acquisition procedure. 

Figure 4.1 shows the first pliase where node S inithacs Route Discovery by sendiii(I 

RREQ towards node D. This request progresses onwards as per the normal RD- 

MAR pi-modure. The arrows indicae the floxv of' RREQ messaples via interilledialc 

Ilmles. 
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Fiu, oirc 4.1: Propiigation of Route Request-s 



As shown in Fipurv 4.2, when the RREQ is received by the destination, it sen(Is 

hack two RREPs, via nodes A and E respectively. Thus, node S is able to discover 

two -valid routes to the destination. 

RREP 

/ B 

A- 

C 

H 

Figure 4.2: Propag-ation of Route Replies 

The multiple paths discovered using this strategY inight not be totallY (Iisioillt. 

Depeiidingý oil nodc density and transmission ranges of individual nodes, it is Possibh' 

that two or Illore paths Illay share common link(s). A number of possibilities exist with 

regnirds to the relationship between different routes 1wtkN-(, (, ll ý, solirce-destination pair. 

For example. two or more routes may diverge from the source and then join again at 

some intermediate node along the route to destillatioll. It is Aso possible that tll('I-(, is 

onlY oil(, link towards the destiMitiol, from the source but routes start diverging fi, oill 

SoIll(I interillediate 110(1(, and lll(, (, t ilgilill at tll(, (, (, stination. Another possibilitV is 

the existence of routes that at sonle jilt (, l. lll(, (Jjýlt(, , o(Ic an(I converge again itt 
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another intermediate node downstream. In general, the end result of route discovery 

will be a mixture of such cases. The route acquisition procedure does not provide 

any explicit mechanism to ensure that the different paths are disjoint. This is done 

primarily to keep the discovery process simple. 

4.3.2 Application Data Routing 

There are many ways in which the multiple routes can be utilised. GMR, MSR, MDSR 

and AODV-BR use multiple routes to provide path redundancy. In other words, one 

of them (in most cases, the shortest path) is used as the primary route while the rest 

act as backup for the case when the primary route breaks down. This strategy helps 

avoid disruption of ongoing sessions and also reduces the number of route discovery 

cycles. The disadvantage is that at a given time, only one route is used and other 

routes are not fully exploited. Furthermore, there is no guarantee that the backup 

routes will be a%-ailable when required unless there is some mechanism to refresh those 

routes whilst they are in inactive state. Note that most reactive protocols (including 

AODV and DSR) do not have an explicit route refresh method and use incoming data 

packets to refresh corresponding routes. 

A second option is to 'grade' routes based on some quality metric and use different 

routes for different types of traffic, based on its requirements. Routes can be ranked 

on the basis of link quality, congestion level etc. However, this approach will require 

measurement or estimation of the quality parameter in question. Although there are 

ways to acquire such knowledge for the local link, using it end-tp-end will require 

some mechanism to share the quality information with. end nodes. This is not only 

difficult to achieve in MANET scenarios but also adds to the control overhead. 
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Another option is to use two or more available paths simultaneously for routing ap- 

plication data, primarily motivated by load-balancing considerations. This approach 

fully utilises all available paths, simultaneously ensuring that they stay refreshed. 

The disadvantage is that packets travelling. through different paths may arrive at the 

destination out of order which may create problems for certain types of applications. 

Instead of selecting one routing method for all types of traffic, the multipath 

version of RDNIAR adopts a more sophisticated approach. Considering that TCP 

and UDP are the two dominant transport protocols used in the Internet, application 

data is divided into two classes according to the underlying transport protocol and 

then different route selection algorithms are applied for each data type. 

UDP packets destined to a particular node are routed using a subset of the avail- 

able paths which consists of routes with the shortest and second-shorted lengths. 

Routes are selected on a per-packet basis according to a round-robin scheme. It is 

assumed that there are sufficiently large buffers at the destination so that if some 

packets arrive out of sequence, they can be reordered. As the difference between the 

different paths is limited to one, the delay jitter will also be small. This is crucial for 

applications that are sensitive to delay and jitter, such as VoIP and video conferencing 

etc. 

As pointed out earlier, an intermediate node sends only one RREP back towards 

the source. The implication is that in some cases, the source may not know that 

multiple routes e3dst and only intermediate node(s), where routes diverge, knows 

about it. Thus, it is not possible to choose the route simply at the source. Therefore, 

the responsibility for route selection is distributed over all the intermediate nodes 

along the route. Thus, if the source node has only one outgoing link to the destination 
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but there is a node downstream having multiple routes to the destination, it is allowed 

to distribute packets over the multiple routes. If there is more than one such node, 

each of them applies the same rule. In this way, the packets are routed all the way 

to the destination. 

Consider a node, say S, that wants to send a UDP packet to node D. Assuming that 

route discovery has already taken place, node S will search its route table to retrieve 

a route to D. The shortest path to node D is selected and the packet forwarded to the 

corresponding next hop and the route is marked as used. When the packet arrives at 

the next hop node, say N, it also searches the local routing table to find the shortest 

path to D that is not marked as used. The packet is forwarded to the next hop and 

the route marked as used. The procedure is repeated until the destination is reached. 

At node S, when the next UDP packet is generated by some application, it selects 

the next path (with length equal to the shortest path or one hop longer) to route this 

packet and then marks it also as used. Similar steps are taken at each intermediate 

node. When a node finds that all available routes have been used, then all the routes 

are unmarked and the shortest one is selected and remaxked. This round-robin scheme 

is implemented at each intermediate node. 

Routing TCP traffic in itself is a very challenging task in ad hoc networks because 

the unique characteristics of such networks like dynamic topology, fluctuating channel 

conditions and access contention have an adverse impact on TCP connections. The 

main reason for this degradation lies in the congestion control mechanism of TCP, 

originally designed for wired networks. In ad hoc scenarios, packet losses are frequent 

because of collisions and link breaks and this can trigger TCP to go into congestion 

avoidance phase. This is in addition to window reductions caused by actual congestion 
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in the network. The condition is especially severe when there is a link break because it 

will lead to packet loss over a long period of time. Furthermore, TCP is also sensitive 

to round trip time (RTT). Routing TCP traffic on multiple paths simultaneously will 

impact the accuracy of the average RTT calculation algorithm. Finally, if packets 

use different paths, they may reach the destination out of order and thus, result in 

duplicate ACKs. 

Bearing these considerations in mind, only one path is used at a time for TCP 

traffic and the alternate path(s) become active only when the main route fails. This 

will eliminate the problems associated with RTT as well as reduce the chances of out 

of order packet delivery. Thus, in case of TCP traffic, the shortest path is designated 

as the primary route and all data packets are routed on this path as long as it is 

active. 

4.3.3 Route Maintenance 

When a link break occurs on a particular route, the affected node inactivates the 

broken route. For UDP traffic, this means removing the affected route from the round- 

robin scheme and for TCP traffic, this means using the next best route. However, as 

long as at least one other route is available, no other action is required. The Failure 

Notification(FN) procedure is invoked only when either the source or an intermediate 

node has no route left to the destination. Although the procedure is same as in 

original RDNIAR, there is one significant difference. At an intermediate node, when 

there is no route left to the destination, it sends a FN message towards the source. 

When this message is intercepted by another intermediate node (in the direction of 

the source), the notification is forwarded to the source only if this node also does 
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not have any other route left to the destination. Thus, the impact of a local route 

failure is localised and at the same time the redundancy provided by multiple paths 

is exploited fully. 

4.4 Performance Evaluation 

The multipath routing extension for RDMAR has been designed to improve the overall 

protocol performance. The desired effect is reduction in control signalling overhead 

and increase in throughput as a result of higher route availability. A simulation 

analysis was done to determine whether multipath RDMAR performs as expected. 

The simulation environment was similar to the one described in the previous chapter. 

The scenario consisted of a MANET of 50 mobile nodes distributed randomly over 

an area of 1000m X 1000m with transmission range set to 250m. Each simulation ran 

for 300 seconds and each data point in the graphs below represents the average over 

50 simulation runs. The maximum node speed is 4 m/s and pause time is 30 seconds, 

unless otherwise stated. 

Packet delivery ratio (PDR) and control overhead are used as performance indi- 

cators. PDR is defined as the ratio of data packets delivered to the destination to 

those generated by the source, expressed in percentage. Control overhead is the ratio 

of signalling messages created to the number of data packets generated by each node. 

All RREQ, RREP and FN messages are counted as part of the overhead. 

The first set of results are for UDP traffic. During each simulation, nodes take 

part in CBR sessions characterised by packet rate of 10 per second and packet size 

64 bytes. The sessions are staggered in time to avoid synchronisation effects. The 

PDR and control overhead are measured under different network loading conditions 
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creitted 1)ý- vin-vin- the ""Inher of sOssiolls in the network. 

Figums 4.3 shows the PDR variation with network load. It indicates that, the 

PDR of multipath RDNIAR is consistently higher compared to the native protocol. 

As the number ofsessions increases, the performance deteriorates for both. However, 

the multipath version clearly copes better with increasing network load. The main 

reason for this behavior is that high load levels lead to increased bandwidth contention 

because man. v nodes attempt to transinit data packets over the same channel. By 

(list ribut ing load along different paths, inultipath routing results in more officient use 

of bandwidth and also relieves congestion. 
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Figure 4.3: PDR. vs. number of sessions 

The control overhead froin multipath routing is also much lower, as indicated 

by Figure 4.4. As mentioned earlier, when several paths are available, even if one of 

them fails. others may still be available to carry the traffic. Thus, the number of route 
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discovery cycles is reduced. In contrast, every route failure results in a route discovery 

cycle wheil llýitive RDMAR is deployed. As the number of sessions increases, more 

and inore packets are dropped due to collisions. The NIAC layer reads them as link 

failures and informs the network layer. The routing protocol then lias to initiate a 

route discovery. Thus, increased network load contributes to more route failures and 

hence, signalling load of native RDNIAR is much higher. 
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Figure 4.4: Overhead vs. number of sessions 

The next set of results show the effect Of "Ode mobility oil protocol performance. 

Njobility level is varied by changing tile 11 n laximum node speed while keeping the 

Illillijillim speed fixed (to zero). As per tile Random Waypoint mobility model, in- 

crementing Illaxil"11111 'Teed makes nodes more mobile as average speed is increased. 

During thesc simulations, pausCtil"Cis set to 30 seconds. nirthermore, 20 application 

, q, ssions are established between different node pairs at the beginning of a simulation 
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and continue till the end. 

Figure 4.5 shows the PDR as a function of maximum node spee. d. As speed n 
increases. route disruptions become more frequent wid hence the iminher of dropped 

packets goes up, leading to more retransmissions and reducing the PDR. 
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Figure 4.5: PDR vs. node speed 

The same reýtson accounts for increase ill overhead (sec Figure 4.6). At high 

node speeds. route lifetimes are shorter, therehy requiring more signallhig for route 

maintenance and discovery. It is clear froin the results presented her(, that multipath 

RDNIAR performs significantly better because it is able to handle route disruptions 

due to Il'ohilitY 11101V CffectivOy by keeping PDR, high while simultaneously limiting 

control overhead. It is important to note. that the differences between the native and 

Illodified RDNIAP im, more pronounced at, higher speeds. 
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Figure 4.6: Overhead vs. node speed 

15 

The pause time parameter in Random Waypoint model also affects node mobility. 

It deterniiim., the aniount of time nodes are stationary during a simulation. Another 

set of simulations was carried out to study the impact of pause time on the protocol 

performance. The node speed was set to 4 in/s. Once. again, 20 applications, sessions 

were established between different node pairs during each simulation. 

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 indicate that the effect of pause time is marginal. The PDR 

stays almost unchanged as pause time increases and the sarne trend is observed in the 

ca, se of control overhead. The reason for this behaviour is the interplay of competing n 

forces. On on(, )land. higher pause tinies (low mobility) lead to fewer route breaks. On 

the other hand. when nodes are less mobile, the inherent load redistribution caused 

by changing topology is not so prominent. The effect of these two factors is canceled 

out. However. multipath RDMAR outperforms the native protocol. 
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Figure 4.7: PDR vs. pause time 
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The simulations have so far focussed oil UDP-based applications. As described 

in Section 4.3.2, TCP and UDP data is treated differently when it comes to route 

selection ill imiltipath RDNIAR. To study the performance for TCP applications, a 

further set of simulations was carried out. Most of the settings remain the sainc its 

before. FTP sessions are set up 10 seconds after the start of simulation and last until 

the end. which ill this case is 600 seconds. During a session, a 10 NIB file is transferred 

from the source to destination. 

The result shown in Figure 4.9 is for the case when only one FTP session is setup 

between a pair of nodes. The maximum node speed was varied between 0 and 15 

m/s. while pause time was fixed to 20 seconds. The results shown here represent the 

average of 50 simulations runs. 
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The throughput decreases with node speed because of higher mobility. Tile 

throughput for inultipath routing is generally higher and the difference in perfor- 

mance is more pronounced at lower speeds. A furtlier set of simulations waýs done to 

study the effect of other ongoing sessions on the TCP throughput of a single session. 

Back, ground traffic was introduced into the network in the form of three CBR sessions. 

These sessions, between three different source-destination pairs, are started 5,10 and 

15 seconds respectively. after the start of FTP session. The CBR sources generate 10 

packets per second. ciich packet of size 64 bytes and the sessions continued till the 

end of simulation. The result of these simulations are, shown in Figure 4.10. As a 

result of introducing CBR sessions, the TCP throughput drops but the general trend 

is almost the same. The performance of inultipath RDMAR is again better compared 

to the native protocol. 
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4.5 Discussion 

A multipath routing extension for the RDMAR protocol was presented in this chapter. 

It comprises three components: 

1. Procedure for discovering multiple routes between nodes in an ad hoc network 

using RDMAR route request and reply messages; 

2. Algorithm for routing application data; 

3. Mechanism for handling route failures. 

Each of these has been carefully designed keeping in mind the unique properties 

of ad hoc networks and requirements of different applications. In particular, the 

route discovery and maintenance procedures strive to limit the control overhead. 

Furthermore, the data routing algorithm differentiates between UDP and TCP traffic 

considering their different requirements. UDP traffic is spread across all available 

routes using a round-robin scheme whereas TCP traffic is routed on the shortest path 

and the other routes provide redundancy. 

The multipath routing extension was evaluated using simulations and results pre- 

sented here clearly demonstrate the benefits of multipath routing. The packet delivery 

ratio for both UDP and TCP is consistently higher in most cases. At the same time, 

there is a significant drop in control overhead, resulting in improved bandwidth utili- 

sation and less battery usage. In general, the results indicate that multipath routing 

is able to cope with node mobility and high network load better. 



Chapter 5 

Capacity of Wireless Mesh 
Networks 

5.1 Introduction 

Wireless mesh networks have generated a lot of interest in recent years, both in the 

industry as well as the research community. These networks can potentially be used in 

a wide range of applications such as last-mile access, enterprise networks, Metropoli- 

tan Area Networks (MAN), transportation systems, video surveillance systems [4] 

[471. WMNs can be deployed by Internet Service Providers for last-mile connectiv- 

ity. In this case, one or more WMN nodes have wired Internet connectivity while 

the remaining nodes get network access via multi-hop wireless paths terminating at 

the wired nodes. The MAN scenario is realised by replacing the conventional wired 

backhaul with a city-wide WMN using wireless routers. Similarly, in the enterprise 

case, access points are connected together in mesh topology with a wireless backbone. 

In all these scenarios, replacement of wired infrastructure with WMN drives down 

the overall deployment cost. Furthermore, the resulting network is more flexible as 

wireless routers can be redeployed without any need for extensive re-cabling. 

80 
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A common feature of the WMN deployment scenaxios mentioned above is a wire- 

less backbone connected to the fixed infrastructure via one or more wired links. This 

is the most commonly used mesh architecture, also referred to as infrastructun or 

backbone WMN. It consists of a set of nodes connected by wireless links, with one or 

more of the nodes directly connected to the global Internet. The latter are referred 

to as gateways. Nodes in a backbone WMN can be of three types: a) client devices 

such as PDAs, laptops etc. (configured to forward packets from/to other clients); 

b) wireless access points (to which client nodes atiach) and c) wireless routers (can 

also have access point functionality). Wireless routers and access points are typically 

fixed and hence, WMNs made up entirely of such devices will have a stable topology 

whereas WMNs made up of client devices only will be dynamic in general. In the 

following, unless mentioned otherwise, the term WMN refers to backbone mesh net- 

works comprising wireless access points and routers with one or more client nodes at 

the edge. 

Wireless mesh network can be seen as a special type of MANET where most nodes 

are stationary. Paths between client and gateway nodes are made up of one or more 

wireless links, as in ad hoc networks. However, there are a couple of crucial differ- 

ences. First, nodes in WMN backbone do not have battery constraints as they are 

powered from the mains supply. In general, these devices are more powerful than 

end user terminals (which are the typical constituents of MANETs) in terms of pro- 

cessing power, on-board memory, softwaxe and hardware capabilities etc. Second, the 

traffic pattern in WMNs is predictable because most of it is the result of client nodes 

exchanging application data with correspondent nodes located beyond the gateway 

nodes. From an ad hoc networking perspective, this is akin to a scenario where data 
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flows always terminate at the same node (or subset of nodes). As in MANETs, use of 

multi-hop wireless paths results in a challenging radio environment with many nodes 

contending for a shared channel. However, MANET nodes are generally assumed to 

have a single radio interface whereas backbone WMN nodes can have more than one 

radio, especially when dedicated wireless access points or routers axe used. Multiple 

radios per node make it possible to use more than one channel in the same WMN, 

unlike the single-radio case where only one channel can be used, even if many are 

available. 

The design and deployment of a WMN for any application scenario is challenging 

because there are several interlinked factors that can impact the performance of the 

network. Some of them are network-related, such as network architecture (size, den- 

sity, topology etc. ), traffic and node mobility patterns and so on. Other factors axe 

radio related, for example, operating frequency band, channel bandwidth, number 

of available channels, number of radios per node etc. Different metrics can be used 

to quantify the performance of mesh networks. These include capacity, throughput, 

goodput, delay etc. Among these, capacity is without doubt one of the most impor- 

tant indicators. In this chapter, the capacity of multi-radio, multi-channel WMNs is 

estimated for different scenarios to study the effect of the factors mentioned above. 

5.2 Related Work 

Capacity analysis of multi-hop wireless networks has proven to be an interesting and 

challenging research topic which is reflected in the wide body of related literature 

[48] [491 [50] [511 [521. In [481, lower and upper bounds of network capacity were 

determined. This work also provided the important result that there is a significant 
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decrease in throughput capacity per node as node density increases. However, the 

analysis does not capture routing-related effects and assumes that all paths follow 

straight lines. Thus, it can only be applied to WAINs in which nodes are organised 

in a chain topology. A theoretical framework for determining the nominal capacity of 

WMNs was described in [531. The concept of collision domains is used to determine 

the bottleneck link in the network and upper bound on capacity calculated. The an- 

ajytical model was validated using simulations. However, only single channel WMNs 

were considered. 

The capacity of WMNs depends on the available radio capacity. In ad hoc net- 

works, it is common to assume a single-radio (and consequently, single-channel) sce- 

nario where all nodes use the same channel for transmitting messages even if the 

underlying radio technology supports multiple channels. As a result, the channel 

contention problem is acute and packet collisions are frequent. Early work in WAIN 

research also used the same assumption. However, given the fact that, in most cases, 

nodes in backbone WAIN are dedicated wireless routers and access points, it is reason- 

able to assume that these nodes have multiple radios which makes the use of multiple 

channels possible. [54] [55] propose an integrated channel assignment and routing 

algorithm for multi-radio multi-channel WMNs. An iterative algorithm based on 

greedy channel assignment is used. The performance metric used to evaluate the per- 

formance of the ýIgorithm was network cross-section goodput, defined as the sum of 

useful bandwidth assigned between communicating node pairs. However, the topology 

used in this study had ingress-egress node pairs distributed randomly. This maybe 

true when the WAIN is operating in an ad-hoc networking scenario but in backbone 

WMNs, the ingress-egress pairs axe not randomly distributed. A new routing metric 
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for multi-radio WMNs was defined in [56] to capture loss rate and link bandwidth. 

This metric is then used to select the best paths for routing packets. Although, the 

research cited above studied the capacity of WMNs, the scenarios used tend to be 

rather specific. There is a need to determine WMN capacity for a wide range of 

scenarios so as to provide insights into the impact of different design factors such as 

network topology, network size, routing methods, channel assignment schemes etc on 

the capacity of WMNs. In this work, the relationships between these design paxam- 

eters and the capacity of multi-radio, multi-channel WMNs is explored. 

In the following, first the model proposed in [53] to determine the capacity of 

WMNs is introduced. Then it is used as the basis for developing an analytical frame- 

work to estimate the capacity of WMNs organised in grid topology. Finally, the 

capa, city of WAINs is computed for different network scenarios. 

5.3 Analytical Model for Capacity Estimation 

The model presented in [53] uses nominal MAC throughput and the concept of colli- 

sion domains for estimating capacity of wireless mesh networks. The former is defined 

as the throughput achieved at the MAC layer in a one-hop IEEE 802.11 network op- 

erating in infrastructure mode. It depends on a number of factors such as MAC layer 

characteristics, channel conditions, network topology and packet size distribution etc 

and can be determined if the relevant parameters are known [57]. 

Collision domains result from the shared nature of wireless links that connect 

WMN nodes. Use of a common channel implies that when a node is transmitting, 

all other nodes in the immediate vicinity must not transmit at the same time, as- 

suming that there are no other means of providing isolation between simultaneous 
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transmissions. Several techniques have been proposed in literature for preventing col- 

lisions between parallel transmissions. In the Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) 

protocol, nodes avoid collisions by listening to the carrier to ensure that no other 

node is transmitting. The main problem with CSMA is that when the sensing phases 

of two neighbouring nodes coincide, both start transmitting which causes collisions 

without either node knowing about it, thereby causing wastage of bandwidth and 

drop in throughput. An extension of the protocol, called CSMA with Collision De- 

tection (CSMA/CD), enables a sender to detect collisions by comparing a copy of the 

transmitted frame with data received during the same period. Upon detection of col- 

lision, the sender backs off for a random period, thus reducing wastage of bandwidth. 

However, CSMA/CD is not suited for wireless environments because nodes cannot 

listen while transmitting. Another extension to CSMA, referred to as Carrier Sense 

Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA), has been designed for packet 

radio networks. In CSMA/CA, when a node senses that the channel is busy, it defers 

the transmission using a random back-off. CSMA/CA suffers from the well-known 

hidden node and exposed node problems. The RTS/CTS (Request to Send/Clear to 

Send) handshake has been proposed to address these issues. In RTS/CTS, when a 

node wants to send data, it transmits an RTS frame. Upon receiving the RTS, the 

destination replies by sending a CTS frame. Neighbouring nodes that receive the CTS 

back-off from sending data for a period of time specified in both the RTS and CTS 

frames. Nodes that received only the RTS frame can transmit to other nodes (exclud- 

ing the node which sent the RTS frame). RTS/CTS is generally used in tandem with 

CSMA/CA, for example in the IEEE 802.11 WLANs. The result of using CSMA/CA 

in conjunction with RTS/CTS is the creation of an isolation zone in which only a 
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single node-pair can transmit/receive at a given time and all other nodes inside the 

zone stay silent. This gives rise to the concept of collision domains. 

In the rest of this chapter, the following notation is used: 

eR- 'Ransmission range of a network node (assumed to the same for all nodes) 

4P I- Interference range of a network node (assumed to the same for all nodes) 

eB- Nominal MAC capacity 

Consider a wireless network with N nodes and the associated graph G(V, E), where 

V is the set of nodes and E is the set of virtual links connecting the nodes. E is defined 

as 
E= {Iij I dij :! ý R, Vi, jcV, i =ý jI 

where dij is the distance between nodes i and 

The collision domain Cij corresponding to link Iij is the set of links consisting of 

Iij and all other links that must be inactive to enable collision-free transmission and 

reception between nodes i and j. The size of a collision domain is directly related to 

the interference range of wireless nodes. Cij will contain all links that terminate on 

nodes within the interference range of either node i or j. 

Figure 5.1 shows 7 nodes organised in chain topology, connected via wireless links. 

Adjacent nodes are assumed to be just within the transmission range of each other. 

Furthermore, the interference range is assumed to be twice the transmission range. 

Consider link 145 which connects nodes 4 and 5. Other links that have at least one 

of their end nodes within the interference range of nodes 4 or 5 must be inactive whilst 

transmission is taking place in either direction on link 145. The dashed'arrows indicate 

these transmission constraints. The set of links that lie within the dashed region 
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loads of all the links in the domain. Therefore, the collision domain C4,5 has to forward 

20b (= 2b + 3b + 4b + 5b + 6b) units of traffic. 

In general, the expected load Lij of a collision domain Cij is given by 

Lij =Ef, 
lecil 

(5.3.1) 

where f, is the aggregate flow rate on link 1. 

The maximum capacity of each collision domain is limited by nominal MAC 

throughput and hence, there exists a collision domain that will create an upper bound 

on the capacity of the whole network. A bottleneck collision domain is defined as the 

one that needs to forward the maximum amount of traffic [53]. It is possible that a 

network may have more than one bottleneck domain. For the network of Figure 5.2, 

it can be shown that C45 constitutes the bottleneck collision domain. Therefore, in 

this case, the maximum bandwidth available to each node is given by 

b,,,,, 
-, :5 B/20 (5.3.2) 

It must be noted that this holds true only under the assumption that absolute 

fairness is enforced in the network to ensure that the available bandwidth is equally 

shaxed between nodes. As same considerations apply to other collision domains, the 

end result is a set'of inequalities. However, as the load on the bottleneck collision 

domain is highest, the constraint represented by Equation 5.3.2 provides the strongest 

bound on throughput available to each node, thus yielding the nominal capacity of the 

network. In [53], this method was validated by simulation and the observed capacity 

closely matched the theoretical results. 
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The method used for calculating the capacity of a chain network can be extended 

to arbitrary topologies. Consider, once again, a network of N wireless nodes repre- 

sented by the graph G(V, E) where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of virtual 

links between these nodes. Each node is assumed to have p radio interfaces and q 

available channels. An arbitrary channel assignment algorithm allocates channels to 

radio interfaces of each network node. One of the network nodes is designated as 

gateway. Furthermore, K out of the remaining N-1 nodes generate application traf- 

fic with the gateway node as destination. A routing protocol establishes end-to-end 

paths between each traffic generator and the gateway node. 

The first step is to calculate the expected load on each link in the network. Let 

bi be the rate of traffic generated by node i. The expected load on an arbitrary link 

I in the WMN is given by 
K 

bi * Aij (5.3.3) 

where Aij is the fraction of traffic originating from node i which traverses link 1. 

The routing protocol forwards traffic generated by node i over M paths (M *2: 1) 

in the direction of gateway node. No assumptions axe made regarding the way traffic 

is distributed over different routes in case of multipath routing. Ai,,. is calculated as 

below 
m 

Am E (yj, i (5.3.4) 

j=l 

,j is a where aj, j is fraction of node i's traffic routed over the jth path and Pj' i 

binary variable which indicates whether the jth path passes through link 1. The 

equation above can be simplified for some specific scenarios. When only one route is 

used, then Aij is a binary variable indicating whether the route between node i and 

the gateway traverses link 1. In case of multipath routing with load equally shared 
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between available paths, 

Ai'l = MI/M (5.3.5) 

where Af, is the number of routes which include link 1. 

The next step is to determine all collision domains of the network. Assuming a 

multi-radio multi-channel network, the collision domain C, of link I is given by 

C, = Ill U Im I Q, = Qm and d,,, :ýI, xy = in, ik, jn, jk, Vn, keV, nk 0 ij} 

(5.3.6) 

where i, j and n, k are the end nodes of links I and m respectively; Q, and Q,,, are 

the channels assigned to links 1 and m respectively. 

Given the set of all collision domains C and the per flow capacity of each domain, 

the bottleneck collision domain for the network (represented by the graph G(V, E)) is 

the one which has the lowest per flow capacity. Note that, in general, there may be 

more than one bottleneck collision domain in a network. In a homogeneous network, 

where the available bandwidth of all domains is same, the bottleneck domain is the 

one with the highest expected load. Therefore, C, is a bottleneck collision domain if 

max 
E Ok 

CIEC 
iECI kECj 

(5.3.7) 

Having determined the bottleneck collision domain, the next step is to use the 

resulting inequality, i. e., 

E Oj : ý, BI (5.3.8) 
jECB 

The left-hand side of this inequality can be'expressed as the weighted sum of 

the ingress flow rates bi. The exact relationship depends on the routing and channel 
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assignment algorithms. In the analysis that follows, it is assumed that the steady 

state rate of the flows emanating from the aggregator nodes is same. 

Therefore, Equation 5.3.3 can be simplified as below 

K 
01 =b*E Aj,, 

i=l 

where b is the flow rate of an aggregator node. 

Using this in Equation 5.3.8 yields 

(5.3.9) 

1: aj :: 5 B, (5.3.10) 
jECB 

= EK where aj i= 
Therefore, 

b:! ý 
B, (5.3.11) 

EjEC, 
o C'j 

Equation 5.3.11 provides upper bound on the flow rate of each aggregator node 

and hence yields the WMN capacity. 

In the next section, the method described above is used to estimate the'capacity 

of WMNs organised as 2-dimensional grids. First, key aspects of the system under 

investigation are described and then results of capacity analysis axe presented. 

5.4 Scenarios for Capacity Analysis 

Design of WMNs has to take into account a number of factors such as network ar- 

chitecture, size and topology, expected traffic profile, radio characteristics, channel 

assignment scheme, routing algorithm etc. The performance of a WMN is charac- 

terised by a number of metrics such as capacity, throughput, cross-section goodput 
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[54], delay. Although capacity is just one of the performance indicators, it is never- 

theless very important. Capacity analysis can provide valuable insights on the overall 

performance of the network. In order to study the effect of different network param- 

eters on WMN capacity, a set of scenarios have been designed. The key elements 

which constitute these scenarios are described below. 

5.4.1 Network Topology 

The topology of a WMN ultimately depends on the deployment scenario but some 

features are common. There axe one or more gateway nodes with connectivity to the 

global Internet via wired links while the remaining nodes are wireless routers or access 

points (or hybrid nodes that can work as both). Access points act as aggregators of 

traffic originating from client nodes attached to them. Figure 5.3 shows one possible 

WMN deployment scenario. 

The aggregators and gateways are explicitly marked and the remaining nodes 

are wireless routers (one of which is labelled) that forward traffic in either direction 

between gateways and aggregators. The figure also shows the wireless links connect- 

ing the WMN nodes. Note that multiple routing paths available between a given 

aggregator-gateway node pair. 

The WMN topology illustrated in Figure 5.3 is arbitraxy and any analysis based 

on it will not be valid for other scenarios. Therefore, a more general topology needs to 

be selected so that a wider range of scenarios can be investigated. WMNs organised in 

grid topology have been widely used in literature for performance analysis. Although 

it is not realistic to assume that grid-based WMNs can be used in all scenarios, it 

is reasonable to expect it to be used, at least, in urban environments. Note that 
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0 
Aggregator 

Gateway 

Figure 5.3: An example WNIN topology 

grids can also be used to generate more random topologies by removing some nodes. 

Bearing these considerations in mind, the analysis here focusses on WNINs organised 

in grid formation. Furthermore, it is assumed that there is only one. gateway node. 

Two network topologies are considered for capacity analysis, as shown in Figure 

5.4, referred to as Topology-I and Topology-2 respectively. Tile primary difference 

between the two is location of gateway node. In the first case., the gateway node is 

located at the (-enter of the grid whereas in the second case, the gateway is at oil(, of 

the corners. Tli(, other nodes are located at, remaining grid points with aggregators 

distributed along the edges and wireless routers located at either the edges or interior 

grid points. 
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Topology-1 Topology-2 

Figure 5.4: Network Topologies 

5.4.2 Traffic Pattern 

The aiiah'sis coilsid("", three different traffic patterns which are distingruished froin 

each other by the location of aggregator nodes along the grid edges. In the first 

case, the aggregator nodes are placed at the four corners of the grid. The dark- 

shaded circles in Figure 5.5 indicate aggregator nodes' positions for Topology-I and 

Topology-2 respectivel. y. 

Topology-I Topology-2 

Figure 5.5: Traffic Profile 1 
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In the second pattern, aggregator nodes occupy all the grid points along a pair of 

adjacent edges on the grid boundary. The top-most and left-most edges respectively 

are chosen for this purpose. Figure 5.6 shows traffic profiles for the two topologies. In 

both ciLses. the total number of aggregator nodes for this traffic pattern is m+n-I 

for an mxn grid. 

II 

Topology-1 

oppo 
I 

GWI 

H 

Topology-2 

Figure 5.6: Ti-affie Profile 2 

Finally. in Hie third traffic pattern, aggregator nodes occupy all available positions 

on the four outermost edges of the grid. Figure 5.7 shows traffic profiles for the two 

topologies. Here. the total numberof aggregator nodes for Topology-I is 2*(M+n-4) 

while Topology-2 has on(, fewer aggregator as one of the grid points is already occupied 

I)y the gateway node. 

5.4.3 Routing Algorithm 

The scenarios described above have a number of aggregator nodes generating traffic 

witl, tll(, gatexvýkv node as the destination. A routing protocol is required to establish 

routes between the different source-destination node pairs. As seen from the figures 
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Topology-1 Topology-2 

Figure 5.7: 'Iýraffic Profile 3 

before, multiple paths are available between a given aggregator node and the gateway. 

These paths can be utilised in many ways. One option is multipath routing where 

all available paths are used simultaneously by distributing the traffic over them. Fur- 

thermore. distribution of traffic can be even or uneven. Another multipath routing 

strategy is to shortlist a few of the available routes based on some suitable criteria 

and distribute the traffic over this subset, of paths. A special case is the single path 

approach in which only one of the available routes is selected and all the traffic is 

forwarded along it. 

All these approaches have their pros and cons which were discussed in the previous 

chapter. Since the choice of routing algorithm is part of WMN design, the analysis 

is performed for both approaches in order to investigate the effect of using single and 

multiple routes on network capacity. The single path routing algorithm selects the 

shortest available path from a given aggregator node to the gateway. Path leiigth is 

measured in number of hops. If more than one route fits the shortest path criteria, 

then on(, of the", is randomly chosen. When multiple path routing is used, the list 

of all paths that have the shortest path length is constructed and traffic from the 
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aggregator nodc is distributed equally between all available (shortest) paths. 

Figure 5.8a shows the use of single path routing based on shortest path criteria 

for routing traffic from one, of the aggregator nodes to the gateway in Topology-1. 

Note that there are five more paths with the. same. hop count (4) as the one shown 

in the fi, -, iir(,. Figure 5.81) illustrates an example of inultipath routing for the saine 

topoloav. The shortest path length is once again 4 and there are 6 such paths in 

total. Therefore, traffic originating from the aggregator node is equally distributed 

along all the 6 paths. 

a) Single. Path b) Multiple Paths 

Figure 5.8: Routing Algorithms 

5.4.4 Channel Assignment 

Sillgic-radio WNINS cim use oiil,,,, - one channel even if several are available to onsure 

that, the network does not become partitioned. However, in inulti-radio WNINs, it is 

possible to utilise multiple channels simultaneously. In such scenarios, channels must 

be a&sigiled to radio interfaces in such a way that there is at least one path between 

every pair of nodes to avoid partitioning. nirthermore, the assignment must also take 
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into account performance objectives such as interference reduction, fair distribution 

of load and throughput maximisation. 

Three different channel assignment schemes are considered. The first is relatively 

simple where. all interfaces are assigned the same channel. This is essentially a baseline 

case against which other cases are compared. In the second scheine, the partitioning 

algoritlini proposed in [54] is used for uniforin channel assignment across the network. 

Assuming that eacli node has k interfaces, the algorithm starts by selecting one node 

and dividing its neighbours into k groups. Each interface of the node is assigned a 

group. In the next iteration, each neighbour node is similarly partitioned without 

violating the grouping established earlier. The process is repeated until all the nodes 

have executed the procc(lure. Finally, each group is assigned the least-used channel 

in the ilcighbourhood. Figure 5.9 shows the result of this channel assignment, sclienle 

for a5x5 grid NVNIN with k=2 and 6 available channels. Numbers along the lilies 

indicatc the (Ininnel assi, -, iied to the corresponding link. 

Figure 5.9: Channel assignment based on partitioning n 
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The third scheme assigns channels to interfaces based on the condition that avail- 

able bandwidth on the interfaces is at least equal to the expected load on the asso- 

ciated links [541. The scheme uses a greedy load-aware algorithm where channels are 

assigned to links one-by-one in the decreasing order of expected load. When a link is 

traversed, a channel assigned to it such that prior assignments are not violated. Con- 

sider a virtual link with nodes 1 and 2 forming the two ends. Assume that each node 

has k network interfaces. Each node maintains a list of channels that have already 

been assigned to its interfaces (corresponding to other virtual links terminating at 

the node). Let Ki be the size of the channel list of node i. Now, for the link between 

nodes 1 and 2, three possibilities exist. First, if K, <k and K2 < k, then an unused 

channel (not present in the channel lists of both nodes 1 and 2) is assigned to the 

link such that it attracts least amount of interference from other links that use the 

same channel. Second, if K, =k and K2 < k, then the link is assigned a channel 

from the list of node 1 and added to the list of node 2. Once again, the channel is 

selected such that it results in least amount of interference from other links operating 

on the same channel. The same strategy is followed by node 2 if K2 =k and K, < k. 

Third, if Ki =k and K2 = k, two sub-cases exist. When the channel lists of nodes 

1 and 2 have one or more common channels, then the link is assigned the one that 

minimizes the interference from other links using the same channel. When there axe 

no common channels in the lists of nodes 1 and 2, one channel each is selected from 

the two lists. The two are merged into one channel and assigned to the link. Note 

that in this case, the renaming operation is repeated for all other instances of the 

merged channels previously assigned to nodes 1 and 2. The choice of channels to 

be merged is again made such that the interference from other links is minimized. 
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Further details of this scheme can be found in [541. Since links with higher loads are 

visited first, it is expected that they will be allocated a channel that suffers from less 

interference and therefore, get a greater share of the available bandwidth. 

5.4.5 Scenario SYnthesis 

The different design aspects described above have been combined to generate several 

scenarios. The following assumptions are applicable to all scenaxios: 

All nodes on the grid are stationary; 

2. Traffic in the network is generated by aggregator nodes only and all other nodes, 

including wireless routers and the gateway, do not generate ahy traffic; 

3. Traffic generated by aggregator nodes is destined for the gateway; 

4. Interference range is assumed to be 2 hops. 

The last condition implies that nodes that are within 2 hops distance of a partic- 

ular node will cause interference to it if one or more of their interfaces use the same 

channel. In addition, the assumptions mentioned in [53] also apply here. In partic- 

ular, absolute fairness is assunýed. Furthermore, the MAC layer supports RTS/CTS 

handshake mechanism resulting in symmetric link constraints for collision domain 

determination. 

The elements that characterise the different scenarios are as follows: 

Topology (including type and size of grid) 

* Traffic Pattern 
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" Routing Algorithm 

" Channel Assignment Scheme 

" No. of available channels 

By varying these elements, several scenarios axe synthesised and the capacity of 

resulting networks estimated. 

5.5 Capacity Evaluation 

5.5.1 Scenario Settings 

The capacity of WMNs corresponding to the scenarios presented above was estimated 

using the analytical model presented in Section 5.3. For this analysis, the WMN nodes 

were assumed to have two radio interfaces. Furthermore, two values were used for 

the number of available channels -3 and 12. The former corresponds to the number 

of non-overlapping channels in IEEE802.1lb while the latter equals the number of 

channels available in IEEE802.11a. Two grid sizes are considered: 5x5 and 9x9, 

with each grid used to realise the two topologies discussed in Section 5.4. All the 

aggregator nodes in each scenario generate the same amount of traffic. Depending on 

the particular scenario, traffic is routed towards the gateway node using either single 

path or multipath routing. In the case of single path routing, when multiple paths 

have the shortest path length, one is selected at random. For multipath routing, 

traffic is distributed evenly across all the routes in use. Without loss of generality, 

the nominal MAC capacity is assumed to be 1 and the capacity available to each 

WMN node is calculated as percentage of the nominal MAC capacity. 
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In the analysis that follows, the following notation is used to describe the scenarios 

and results: 

" T1: Topology-1 and T2: Topology-2 

" Rl: Multipath routing and R2: Single path routing 

" C: Channel assignment scheme (scheme 1 is uniform assignment, scheme 2 is 

partitioning-based assignment and scheme 3 is load-aware assignment) 

" c: Number of available channels 

For each scenario, the topology, traffic profile, routing algorithm and channel 

assignment scheme constitute the input parameters. A MATLAB program was used 

to first determine the expected load on each link and then find collision domains 

corresponding to each link of the WMN. The amount of traffic handled by each 

domain was calculated and the bottleneck domain(s) computed. Finally, Equation 

5.3.11 was used to compute the maximum available throughput per aggregator node. 

5.5.2 Results 

The first set of results axe for a5x5 grid WMN. Figure 5.10 shows the nominal 

capacity of the network for single path and multipath routing when Topology-1 is 

being used while Figure 5.11 corresponds to Topology-2. For each case, capacity (as 

percentage of nominal MAC throughput) is plotted against the number of aggregator 

nodes, which is a function of the traffic pattern. As three traffic patterns are used in 

the analysis, there are three sample points on each curve in the graphs. 
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The results shown in Figures 5.10 and 5.11 provide ii)sight into the effect of number 

of availahle channels and the channel assignment scheme on capacity. Scenarios where 

only one channel is used have the lowest capacity per aggregator node and consti- 

tutes the baseline case. The results clearly indicate that the capacity of WMN nodes 

is increased when multiple channels are used. However, the capacity gain decreases 

as the number of aggregator nodes increases. Furthermore, the channel ýtssignnlent 

scheme appears to be an important factor in determining the capacity. For the same 

number of available channels, the load-aware scheme results in capacity increase of 
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ainjost 10 per cent when single path routing is used in Topology-1. On the whole, 

load-aware channel a&signnient outperforms the part itioning-based method but the 

gain is diminished as the number of aggregator nodes increases. Differences between 

various aSsiz'nTI1 I W" It sChe"A's are clear in Figure 5.10 for the first traffic pattern (which 

corresponds to 4 aggregator nodes). It can also be seen from the graphs that capacity 

falls sharply as the number of aggregator nodes increases, especially for multi-channel 

scenarios. In general, multipath routing seems to provide capacity improvement al- 

though ouce again it is less pronounced when there are a lot of aggregator nodes. 
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The second set of results, shown in Figures 5.12 and 5.13, shows the capa(, ity for a 

9x9 grid. In general, the trends are pretty inuch the saine ats the 5x5 grid sceilario 

but the actual values of throughput available to each aggregator node are not saine. 
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The results presented here illustrate the impact of (liff(, I-(, Ilt fýt(. toj-s oll Ný'ý%JN (-ýJpjjuit. v. 

The Ilixxininin available throughout per aggregator node in Topology-I is oencralIN 

Iliglier thall in Topology-2 although the of I 
differences tend to diminish ý-vs the numbei 
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aggregator nodes increas7es. In the second topology, the average path length between 

aggregators and the gateway is greater compared to the first topology. As a result, 

the number of active links is higher and lience, interference. levels increase resulting in 

lower capacity. For the same topology, as network size increases, capacity decreases 

because of longer paths. An inverse relationship exists between the number of ag- 

gregator nodes and capacity because increasing the number of such nodes leads to 

higher expected load. 
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The effect of increasing the number of available channels is significant for the first 

and the second traffic patterns where the number of aggregator nodes is moderate. 

On the average, when the number of aggregator nodes is low, increasing the number 

of channels from 1 to 3 results in gain of nearly 5- 10 per cent. Furthermore, gains of 

almost 20 - 30% are observed in some cases when the number of channels is increased 

from 3 to 12. However, differences in capacity axe not that significant for high load 

scenaxios. Even though a relatively large number of channels are available, since the 

number of wireless interfaces is just 2, the ability of the network to use all available 

channels is limited. The load-awaxe channel assignment algorithm results in improved 

capacity, especially when the number of aggregators is low. However, once again, the 

relatively small number of available wireless interfaces limits the gain that can be 

achieved by this assignment scheme when 12 channels are in use. 

The results indicate that the effect of channel assignment also depends on several 

factors such as network topology, network dimensions, routing algorithm and traf- 

fic profile. For Topology-2, load-aware assignment gives the same capacity as the 

paxtitioning-based scheme for moderate and high traffic scenarios, independent of the 

network dimension. However, capacity gain is achieved when load-aware assignment 

is used in Topology-1 if traffic load is low or moderate. In general, it can be seen from 

the results that capacity can be improved by using multiple channels and intelligent 

channel assignment. At the same time, building a dense mesh network is not such 

a good idea because of the dramatic decrease in throughput when the number of 

aggregator nodes increases. As far as routing is concerned, it must take into account 

channel assignment so that load is evenly distributed on each channel. 



Chapter 6 

Dynamic Interworking of 
Heterogeneous Wireless Networks- 

6.1 Introduction 

The work presented so far has focussed on multihop wireless networks. First, routing 

in NIANETs was considered, particularly the RDMAR protocol and its extensions. 

Then, the effect of routing and channel assignment algorithms on multi-radio multi- 

channel WMNs was investigated. Both MANET and WMN axe relatively recent 

developments and the related technology is still maturing. Therefore, current deploy- 

ment of these networks is limited and patchy. However, it is foreseen that they will be 

integral components of the so-called Next Generation Internet (NGI) architectures. 

Within the NGI vision, MANETs can be seen as stub networks, attaching to the 

core network via heterogeneous radio access networks (RAN). Clearly, this will require 

some form of interworking between the ad hoc and core networks. In the simplest 

case, one of the NIANET nodes can use a suitable mobile or wireless network operator 

(e. g. UNITS or WLAN) to attach to the Internet and let others shaxe the connection. 

This is a non-optimal solution because it will give rise to problems such as single point 
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of failure, bandwidth bottleneck etc. Therefore, it would be desirable to establish an 

interworking relationship between the MANET and the operator network. Note that 

in this case, the MANET as a whole is treated as peer by the operator network. 

However, this does not necessarily mandate that all the MANET nodes be directly 

attached to the access network. Furthermore, the dynamic nature of MANETs implies 

that this relationship should be flexible enough to cope not only with node mobility 

but also situations where nodes may leave or join the network from time to time. 

Similar considerations apply to client-based WMNs that comprise of only end user 

terminals. 

Even within an ad hoc network, network nodes co-operate for data forwarding 

and they have to "agree" on the protocol to use and the particular features of the 

selected protocol to deploy. Take the example of RDMAR where position-assisted 

routing is useful only if all nodes agree to share location data. Similarly, multipath 

routing will be beneficial if all the nodes agree to deploy this feature. These can be 

manually configured at each node but it is highly desirable that nodes mutually select 

them based on pre-configured policies and preferences. Note that MANET nodes 

may belong to different administrative entities (e. g. users) and hence, it may not be 

possible to manually configure all of them in a centralised manner unlike conventional 

scenarios where network administrators axe in charge of such tasks. In case, QoS- 

enabled routing is to be used, nodes must agree on the type of QoS guarantees to be 

provided as well as the details of compensation to be paid, if any. Furthermore, for 

se curity reasons, nodes must be able to authenticate each other but before that they 

must decide the type of credentials (e. g. cryptographic keys). Therefore, it would 

help to automate such transactions as well as the subsequent configuration process. 
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The- examples above provide two use cases where interworking between networks as 

well as between nodes will be mutually beneficial. A third case is that of interworking 

between an end host and network operator. Currently, end users typically subscribe 

to operators in order to be able to make voice calls or browse the Internet. However, a 

more flexible interworking relationship between the two is required so that end users 

have more choice and operators can offer tailored service offerings. 

A common feature of the use cases mentioned above is the need for a flexible 

framework of cooperation covering both technical and business aspects. The research 

presented in this chapter addresses this challenge. The research scope of the work 

documented in this chapter is very different compared to the previous chapters where 

only interactions between network nodes were considered. Here the emphasis is on 

network-network interactions, aiming at exploiting the features of the protocols in- 

vestigated in eailier chapters, to achieve aforementioned interworking. In particulax, 

the focus is on the concept of network composition, developed as part of the Ambient 

Networks research project. Composition can be defined as a framework for dynamic 

and automatic cooperation between networks. The term cooperation is used here in 

a broad sense to refer to a wide range of interactions between networks to achieve 

specific communication-related objectives. There are two main contributions here: a 

protocol for enabling network composition and the analysis of composition process 

itself with respect to signalling overhead and delay. 

In the rest of this chapter, first the main networking concepts of Ambient Net- 

works, especially composition, are introduced. Then the signalling protocol for net- 

work composition is described, followed by detailed analysis of the composition pro- 

cess. 
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6.2 Ambient Networks 

Scenarios for next generation communication networks axe characterised by four main 

features. First, there will be a multitude of networks with a plethora of access tech- 

nologies underneath. Second, inter-networking between networks will go beyond what 

we have today (mainly at the data forwarding level). Interworking between landline 

and cellular networks is already happening and there is a growing impetus towards 

Fixed-Mobile Convergence as well as convergence of wireless and cellular networks. 

Third, traditional business roles will disappear and provision of services will be democ- 

ratized, instead of the current situation where the number of providers is relatively 

small. In other words, there will be more players besides big operatqrs and providers, 

as we can already see from the emergence of municipal WLANs, community-based 

networks. Finally, the relationship between end users and service providers will be 

much more flexible and dynamic unlike the current subscription-based models. In a 

highly competitive market, end users would not only like to make the most of what 

is available but at the same time, choose the best of what is available. 

From the future networking vision outlined above, it can be inferred that the 

dominant themes are growing heterogeneity, greatef choice of service providers and 

increased levels of interworking between networks. The networking environment will 

consist of a multitude of networks in the core, access as well as user segments: 

" Cellular networks 

" Metro-scale networks 

" Enterprise networks 

" Hotspot networks 
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" Community networks 

" Ad hoc networks 

" Vehiculax networks 

40 Personal networks 

" Sensor networks 

" Body area networks 

Note that some of these are low-complexity networks, potentially owned by end 

users. In the long run, they will play the same role as that of end user terminals 

nowadays. In addition, some of them will also act is service providers in certain 

scenarios. This also highlights a shift from the current paradigm of predominantly 

user-network relationships towards network-network interactions. 

The networks listed above will be inter-connected by heterogeneous wireless tech- 

nologies and interworking between them will crucial in realizing convergence of dif- 

ferent types of wired and wireless systems. Interworking of UMTS and WLAN-based 

networks has been studied [581 by 3GPP. The System Architecture Evolution (SAE) 

initiative of 3GPP is taking this one step further by considering architectures where 

different types of access networks such as UTRAN, WLAN and WiMAX can attach 

to the UMTS core network. However, these efforts are mainly directed towards static 

and "one-time" interworking for specific types of networks. Therefore, a technology- 

agnostic framework for dynamic and flexible interworking is required for next gener- 

ation networks. 
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The main challenge towards such a framework comes from heterogeneity of net- 

working technologies as well as the diversity in the way network control functions are 

implemented and organised in different networks. The latter refers to the significant 

differences in the way services are controlled and provisioned in different types of 

networks, e. g., UMTS and WLAN. 

6.2.1 Architecture 

The Ambient Networks [51 project is developing concepts and solutions to realize a 

unified network architecture based on a common control plane that hides the hetero- 

geneity in access technologies and also presents a homogeneous control plane. Two 

key principles that guide Ambient Network design are: open architecture and net- 

work composition. The first manifests itself in the form of a set of open interfaces to 

enable richer interconnections between networks. The second principle aims to enable 

self-managed and dynamic composition of control plane functions. 

The Ambient Networks approach aims to create a networking environment which 

hides the heterogeneity of underlying access and transport networks and at the same 

time, also ensures that applications and services are presented with a homogeneous 

control plane. 'Network' is the basic element of AN architecture. In other words, the 

notion of 'network' includes end user terminals and small networks such as BAN, PAN 

etc in addition to conventional networks such as LANs, WANs etc. This contrasts 

sharply with the current practice of looking at communication systems in terms of net- 

works and erid user devices. This artifice allows the application of Ambient Network 

concepts anci solutions to a whole range of networks. 
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Ambient '\(, tA-ork concepts are built around Internet design principles and follow, 

in particular, the all-lP networking approach with strong emphasis on separation 

of transpýrt inid control functions. An Ambient Network, by definition, consists 

of an IP-Imsed trimsI)o"t ýIbstniction called Ambient Connectivity, a control plane 

abstraction, referred to as Ambient Control Space (ACS) and three Beference Points. 

Figure 6.1 shows the logical view of an Ambient Network [59]. 
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Figure 6.1: Ambient Network: Logical View 

Ambient Network 
Interface 

The ACS is a modular construct comprising a well-defined but flexible set of 

control functions or Functional Entities (FEs). Some of the FEs currently defined 

are: 

" Roarer mid Overliky Management 

" \1111ti-Radio Resource Management 

* (', )imcctivit. v Management & Generic Link Layer 
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" Flow & Mobility Management 

" Network Advertisement & Discovery 

" Composition Control 

" SLS Management & Compensation 

" Network Management 

It must be pointed out that not every Ambient Network needs to support all of the 

FEs listed above. In general, each AN may choose the FEs to implement depending 

on its own requirements but it has to support at least a mandatory subset of them 

in order to fulfil the basic Ambient Network properties. As the ACS is modular in 

nature, new FEs can be added dynamically. 

The ACS has three Reference Points to enable interactions with the connectivity 

plane, application/service layer objects and other ANs. The Ambient Network In- 

terface (ANI) is used to connect control spaces of different ANs. Besides facilitating 

inter-ACS communication, it can also be used for intra-ACS communication be- 

tween different FEs of the same ACS. The Ambient Service Interface (ASI) supports 

interactions between the ACS and application layer entities. It enables applications 

and services to use ACS functions for establishment, maintenance and termination 

of end-to-end connections. The Ambient Resource Interface (ARI) is situated inside 

an Ambient Network node between the ACS and the connectivity plane and provides 

technologyn-independent mechanisms for the ACS to control and manage connectivity 

resources such as routers, switches, radio elements (terminals, relays, access points), 

media gateways, middleboxes etc. 
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6.2.2 Network Composition 

Network Composition is one of the fundamental principles that underpin the Ambient 

Network architecture. The primary goal of Composition is to enable plug and play 

interworking between Ambient Control Spaces as well as sharing of control among 

Ambient Networks. Composition goes beyond what Internet and mobile networks can 

provide today where control-plane cooperation happens primarily for packet forward- 

ing. Furthermore, it also goes beyond interworking possible in today's commercial 

mobile networks, where control interworking, e. g. roaming agreements, need to be 

negotiated and realized manually. Composition also enables sharing and delegation 

of control over physical and logical resources if so desired, e. g. a MAN operator may 

decide to give up authentication and charging control and hand it over to the operator 

of a UMTS network [58]. Composition is characterised. by the following features: 

Generic - the process is not dependent on the presence of particular control 

functionality, nor is it specific to a particular network type. 

Scalable - provides both upwards and downwards scalability. 

e Extendable - can be easily extended to include new type of control functions 

and resources 

Plug and Play - automatic operation that functions without (or with minimal) 

human interaction. 

Adjustable - operation whose behavior can be configured based on context such 

as preferences, ambient awareness etc. 

e Controllable - operation can be limited and controlled by policies. 
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These properties imply that Composition is well-suited to facilitate dynamic coop- 

eration in future heterogeneous networking environments characterised by the pres- 

ence of networks of different types and sizes. It is desirable to support different 

levels of interworking between networks so that a wide variety of technical scenarios 

and business models can be realised. Bearing this in mind, three different types of 

Compositions are defined: 

Network Interworking: The composing ANs maintain full control of their own 

resources and continue to stay as sepaxate networks after composition. 

Control Sharing: The composing ANs stay separate, but share some or all of 

their individual resources. In this case, a new virtual AN is created with its own ACS 

alongwith the physical and/or logical resources being shared. A special case is control 

delegation where one AN delegates the control of certain resources to another AN. 

Network Integration: The composing ANs merge to create a new AN that 

consists of the control functions and resources from both networks. In this case, from 

the point of an external observer, only the unified network is visible. 

The process of creating different types of Compositions is coordinated and or- 

chestrated by the Composition-FE (C-FE) which is one of the mandatory control 

functions of the ACS that each Ambient Network must have. In the next section, the 

different procedures that constitute the Composition process are described in detail. 

6.3 Composition Process 

Network Composition is an operation involving two Ambient Networks. The Com- 

position process consists of a number of phases: 
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" Media Sense 

" Advertisement & Discovery 

" Network Attachment 

" Composition Negotiation 

" Composition Realization 

Note that during a particulax instance of Composition, it is not necessary that 

these phases are passed one-by-one. This is particularly true of the first 3 as will be 

clear from the description of the various phases below. 

6.3.1 Media Sense 

Composition between two networks requires that there is a communication medium 

between them. Therefore, media sensing is the starting point of the process. It can 

be triggered by different types of events, depending on the specific scenario being 

considered. For example: 

A WLAN-enabled laptop automatically starts scanning for access points when 

it is switched on; 

* PANs belonging to two friends detect each other when they come in range; 

eA train's mobile router detects a WLAN access point as it axrives at a station. 
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6.3.2 Advertisement& Discovery 

This phase is used by an Ambient Network to advertise itself to the other AN or to 

discover more information about it (or both) in order to make a decision whether to 

proceed with composition. This information may relate to capabilities, resources and 

services. Depending on the specific scenario, tariff-related information may also be 

exchanged. For example, a provider AN may advertise QoS-enabled communication 

links to potential customer ANs. Similarly, a PAN may advertise willingness to share 

its Internet connection. 

The discovery process takes two forms: passive and active. The former refers to the 

situation where an AN listens to advertisement messages sent out by others whereas 

in the latter case, advertisements axe requested by sending solicitation messages. 

Typically, a mixture of legacy and AN-specific mechanisms are used during this phase. 

Several possibilities exist with respect to distribution of advertisements: 

* Embed information in Layer 2 (L2) beacons of the particular wireless technology 

in use; 

Send special L2 control messages using distribution mechanisms supported by 

the underlying wireless technology; 

9 Embed in messages exchanged during network attachment phase (further dis- 

cussed below); 

* Send as ACS signalling across the ANI. 

The choice of method depends on a number of factors such as the size and nature of 

information to advertise, security requirements, level of trust with potential recipients 
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etc. Note that the first two options require modifications for each wireless technology 

concerned. Furthermore, because of size and security considerations, beacons can 

only carry small amount of advertising information. However, additional Information 

Elements can be inserted into other L2 control messages which typically use unicast 

or multicast mechanisms unlike beacons which axe generally broadcast messages. The 

most flexible option is to use special ACS signalling messages designed specifically 

for this p! irpose. However, this can only be done after AN attachment procedure 

is completed. Alternatively, some a4vertising information can be inserted into the 

attachment messages, as described below. 

6.3.3 Network Attachment 

The purpose of this phase is to establish a secure communication link between the 

two networks so that ACS signalling messages can be exchanged. The AN Attach- 

ment Protocol (ANAP) [60] has been designed to setup connectivity and security 

association. ANAP enables the two ANs to perform mutual authentication and au- 

thorization using cryptographic identifiers and establish a security association. The 

process involves a 4-way handshake derived from the Host Identity Protocol (HIP) 

base exchange [61]. Additional data can be piggybacked on to the ANAP messages. 

Thus, advertising information can be inserted, if required, as illustrated in Figure 6.2. 

Note that different levels of protection are available for the advertising information, 

depending on the ANAP message used for piggybacking. Furthermore, the final two 

messages (shown as dashed arrows) are optional. 
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EA N2] 
Beacon: ID-1, minimal AN info 

11': IDII. ID2. Session IMS, Unprotected AN2 info 

R1*: ID1. ID2. S, Unprotected ANI info, Puzzle Challenge 

12": IDI, ID2. S. Non-reputable AN2 info, Puzzle Response 

R2": IDII, ID2, S, Non-reputable AN1 info 

13": IDII, ID2, S, confidential AN2 info 
--------------------------- 

RY: ID1.1 D2. S, confidential AN I info 
-------------- ------- 

Figure 6.2: Ambient Network Attachment Protocol 

6.3.4 Composition Negotiation 

Information exchanged via advertisements using the different mechanisms described 
I 

above is used in conjunction with policies to decide whether to start composition 

negotiation. As mentioned earlier, composition is a mechanism to enable cooperation 

between networks regarding usage and control of network resources and services. The 

parameters of this cooperation axe defined in a Composition Agreement (CA) which is 

negotiated during this phase by the two composing ANs. The CA includes identifiers 

of the two ANs, the policies to be followed in the composed AN about access and 

control of logical as well as physical resources, compensation information etc. Each 
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network will typically maintain a database of CA templates and off-the-shelf CAs for 

use during composition negotiations. 

Composition negotiation is coordinated and orchestrated by a special control func- 

tion called Composition-FE. The process starts with the selection of a CA template. 

A template usually has some of the data fields pre-defined while other fields are either 

blank or a range of values is provided. The C-FE fills some of them and consults other 
I 

local FEs to put suitable information into other fields. Finally, the remaining fields 

are left to be provided by the other AN. The negotiation process is flexible in the 

sense that the recipient of a CA proposal is also allowed to offer a counter proposal 

of its own. 

6.3.5 Composition Realization 

Realization is the final phase of the composition process during which the negotiated 

CA is implemented by the two networks. This involves configuration of logical and 

physical network elements to comply with the CA. For example, if the CA includes an 

SLS for bandwidth guarantees, the appropriate routers and switches will be configured 

to provide the desired QoS to data flows. 

The lifetime of a composition is defined in the CA itself. Upon expiry of a CA, 

two outcomes axe possible: i) the CA is re-negotiated which in the simplest case may 

involve extending the validity of the original CA without modifying its contents; ii) 

the CA is deleted and the configurations made in the realization phase are undone. 
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6.4 Composition Use Cases 

The preceding sections described the composition process in detail. Here, a set of 

scenarios is presented to illustrate how composition can be used to enable dynamic 

interworking between networks in real-world scenarios. 

6.4.1 Composition between Personal Area Networks 

Consider a scenario with two PANs belonging to users A and B respectively. PAN-A 

is already composed with the home wireless broadband network of A. User A wants 

to share its Internet access, printer and music library with user B. In today's world, 

this will require that each of the three resources are configured separately in both 

PANs. For instance, the Internet gateway device of PAN-A has to be configured to 

allow Internet connection sharing, the access rights of the printer have to be changed 

and directory permissions of the music library have to be modified. Similarly, the 

Internet gateway node of PAN-B has to be configured to use the Internet connection 

sharing facility provided by PAN-A and so on. 

Network composition provides an automatic and dynamic mechanism to facilitate 

such cooperation. In this particular case, the CA between PAN-A and PAN-B will 

specify the resources being shared and additional information required for configura- 

tion. Compensation parameters may also be included if user A wants to charge user 

B for the services provided as part of the composition. In the realization phase, the 

resource-related parameters provided in the CA axe used to configure the network 

elements. The different FEs of the ACS which control the aforementioned resources 

are responsible for configuring them. 
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6.4.2 Composition between End Users and Public Hotspot 

Networks 

The proliferation of public hotspot networks, mainly based on WLAN technology, has 

made it easier for end users to get high-speed access to the Internet. However, quite 

often, these hotspots are tied to some ISP or MNO and users either need to use their 

existing subscriptions with these networks or setup a short-term subscription agree- 

ment with the hotspot operator using pre-paid vouchers or usage-based credit/debit 

card payments. Such agreements are currently pretty basic, offering best-effort In- 

ternet access. End users are often interested in getting more than that, for example, 

QoS guarantees, enhanced security for certain types of application data and so on. In 

addition, users axe also interested in comparing offers from multiple hotspot networks 

wherever possible to find the one which best matches their individual needs. Such 

wide-ranging relationships between end users and operators is difficult to realize using 

current technology. 

Network composition provides the framework for supporting more flexible inter- 

working between hotspots'and end users. The advertising process can be used by 

hotspots to provide information about the basic and value-added services being of- 

fered, thereby helping users make more intelligent network selection. The CA between 

the two will define the services and associated guarantees provided by the hotspot to 

the user. Furthermore, compensation details will also be in the CA. 
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6.4.3 Composition between WLAN and 3GPP Network 

The last scenario comprises two access networks, one of which is a WLAN hotspot 

while the other is a 3GPP network providing global access to its subscribers. The net- 

works are assumed to belong to independent business and legal entities. The WLAN 

operator wants to expand its customer base by extending access to users subscribed 

to different 3GPP operators. Currently, this is done by pre-defined business agree- 

ments and in most cases, this is restricted to one or two operators because scalability 

reasons preclude the possibility of having agreements with every 3GPP network. 

Network composition enables establishment of dynamic agreements between a 

WLAN hotspot and multiple 3GPP networks. When a subscriber of 3GPP network 

A detects a WLAN hotspot and requests Internet access, the WLAN initiates compo- 

sition with network A, if no CA with it exists currently. Once the two network agree 

on a CA, it is realized and Internet access granted to the user based on its subscrip- 

tion with network A. The charging relationship between the two networks is defined 

in the CA. Subsequent Internet access requests from other subscribers of network A 

are granted on the basis of the existing CA. Similar CAs can be negotiated and real- 

ized as and when required with other 3GPP networks. Note that these dynamic CAs 

will be in addition to other more 'permanent' agreements with ftiendly and popular 

3GPP networks whose subscribers are more frequent users of the hotspot. 
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6.5 Signalling for Composition 

The different phases of composition procedure involve exchange of control signalling 

between composing Ambient Networks. This includes broadcast of beacons, distribu- 

tion of AN advertisements using unicast, multicast or broadcast mechanisms, unicast 

signalling for AN attachment, composition negotiation, realization and decomposi- 

tion. The signalling requirements during the various phases of the composition pro- 

cess are different. Therefore, a number of protocols have been defined to cater to 

these requirements. Of these, ANAP has already been described briefly earlier. Here, 

the protocol used for composition negotiation and realization is presented. 

Signalling between peer C-FEs during the composition process is carried in a 

protocol designed specially for this purpose, referred to as the Composition GANS 

Signaling Layer Protocol (C-GSLP). GANS or Generic Ambient Network Signalling 

is a suite of protocols designed for signalling between Ambient Control Spaces over 

the Ambient Network Interface. In the following, first a brief overview of GANS is 

presented and then the Composition-GSLP is described briefly. Note that the detailed 

protocol specification is provided in Appendix A. 

6.5.1 - Generic Ambient Network Signalling Protocol Suite 

The GANS protocol suite has been designed to support different types of inter-ACS 

signalling between dynamic and heterogeneous networks. It follows the design phi- 

losophy adopted by the Next Steps In Signalling (NSIS) Working Group in the IETF 

by adopting a two-layer model, as shown in Figure 6.3 

The lower layer, GANS Transport Layer Protocol (GTLP), takes care of tasks 
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GANS Signalling Layer Protocols 

X-GSLP Y-GSLP 

GTLP API 

Z-GSLP 

GANS Transport Layer Protocol 

IP 

Figure 6.3: 2-layer i'\Io(l(, l for GANS 

Common to all si-nallill" applications: signalling peer (liscovery, security relatio es- 

tal)lishment between peers, and hi-directional message transportation between them. 

The LIN't"' collsdsts of a number of GANS Signalling Layer Protocols (GSLPs), 

Cildl to lll('('t specific requirements of signalling applications. Exmilples 

of GSLPs include 1)1'otocoI, ', for Inter-Network QoS Agreements, Compensation and 

CoIllposition sionallino. respectively. 

The GTLP offers a Application Programming Interface (API) to 

GSLPs for seii(Iiii, -, and receiving messages. GSLPs can spouiýy a set ()f Mes, "'age 

Trallsf'(, I- Attributes ('\ITA) whell Imussing ýl Ill(Issage over the interface to indicate 

I, ()"- it should he transported bY the GTLP. Currently three attribules are defined: 

Security. Rchilhilit-V Mid Priority. Base(l on the MTA, GTLP decides the tralis- 

port I)roto(-()l (TCP. VDR DCCP etc. ). the tYpe of securitY Illeclialli"Ill mid priorit. o, 
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scheme. Further details oil the GTLP can be found in [62]. 

6.5.2 Composition-GSLP 

C()IIIp()-, itio1A; "ýlT iý ( 1w t)f Ihe siý,, Iiallinp, applications in thc GANS I)i-()to(-()i suite. 

The 1)1, ()to(. ()l is desizg1led to transfer various Composition-related pa. vloads betw-cell 

peer Onnlwsition-FEs across the ANI. The GTLP API is used to send/receive C- 

GSLP messallyes, to Irmn its signalling peers, ws illustrated in Fi-mv 6.4. 
1n 

C-FE C-FE 

t 
C-GSLP C-GSLP 

GTLP GTLP GTLP GTLP 

1,1111alor intermediate Node Intermediate Node Responder 

Figure 6.4: C-GSLP Operation 

C-GSIT sit"'liallill". " involves two nodes: Initiator and Responder. Initiati)r is t he C- 

GSLP instance which st8l'tS the signalling session while Responder is the dc'stilultioll 

GGSLP. Sill(-(' col"Imsitioll is (ssentially it bilateral process, sigimiling, is typicallY 

cild-to-clid. III other words, altholl""ll a signalling illessage, ill gclicral, 11mY traverse 

a 1111inber of intermediate nodes, the Illessagp is terminated onlY at the Respoilder. 

The fi)rwardilir"l of lll("Ss8,,,, (, s ham)ens at the GTLP layer and the contents of ('-GSIT 

plYload are not visihic to the interille(liate nodes. 

When the C-FF wants to send control data to its peer, it is ('11capsillated ill a C- 

GSLP message and passed alongwith other inforniat n ion such aýs the MTA, destinat ion 

address. session identifier, to GTLP using the API. GTLP first checks if there is mi 
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existing signalling association with the destination, based on the information received 

over the API and if one is found, the C-GSLP message is encapsulated in a GTLP 

packet and sent towards the signalling peer using appropriate transport protocol and 

security mechanisms. Otherwise, a new signalling association is setup first using the 

3-way GTLP handshake [62] and then the message is sent. At the destination, the 

message is delivered to GTLP and after performing necessaxy security checks, it is 

passed to C-GSLP over the GTLP API. 

C-GSLP defines three basic message types, each of which has two or more sub- 

types as listed below: 

CANEG: This message is used for CA negotiation, refresh and update. The 

following sub-types are defined: 

1. CANEG-Negotiate 

2. CANEG-NegotiateAck 

3. CANEG-Validate 

4. CANEG-ValidateAck 

5. CANEG-Cancel 

CARLZ: This message is used to coordinate the CA realization process, after 

the CA has been successfully negotiated. The message sub-types are: 

1. CARLZ-Prepare 

2. CARLZ-Ready 

3. CARLZ-Commit 
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4. CARLZ-Cancel 

CADEL: This message is used during decomposition procedures. It could 

either be sent after the CA lifetime has expired or when either AN wants to 

terminate the composition while the CA is still active. This message has the 

following sub-types: 

1. CADEL-Delete 

2. CADEL-DeleteAck 

The C-GSLP messages listed above have to carry diverse signalling payloads. 

The control data carried depends on the type and purpose of the message. For in- 

stance, in case of CA negotiation, the payload will typically include a CA but in some 

cases, it may only have some high-level CA-specific information such as CA identifier. 

Therefore, flexible and extensible formats have been defined for these messages. All 

C-GSLP messages consist of a common header and one or more Type-Length-Value 

(TLV) style objects of varying length. The detailed message specification is available 

in Appendix A. 

6.5.3 Example Signalling Sequences 

The usage of C-GSLP messages during different phases of the composition process is 

illustrated here with the help of a set of message sequence charts. An example of the 

composition negotiation process is illustrated in Figure 6.5. Besides the C-FE, both 

ANs are also shown to have an 'X-FE' which serves as an example of one or more 

real FEs that are called by the C-FE for consultation during the negotiation process. 

The C-FE, after selecting a CA (or template), sends it to X-FE so that the latter can 
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either provide information about, resources and services under its control or 

acknowledge that the pre-defined information is correct. Thereafter, the CA is sent 

to the peer C-FE in the other AN which, in turný consults its own FF's fiw iiipw 

in preparing the response which cail take illive forms: i) unuoilditional acccptilllue 

of the received CA: ii) conditional acceptance based on information pn)vided in Ilic 

empty/pre-filled fields of the CA and iii) rejection of the CA propo. ml. In dw liý, urc, 

the second outcome is shown and the revised CA is returned back ; ifter which the 

GFE of ANI a. -ain consults its FEs and sends it new CA proposal to its peci C-FE. 

This time, after consulting the local FEs, the GFE of AN2, accepts lhe new CA. 

Finally, the CA is dig, itallY signed by the two ANs. 

AN1 

X-FE C-FE 

CA Neg Reqo 

CA Neg Repo 
------------ ---- 

CA Neg Reqo 

CA Neg Repo 
--------------------- CA Negotiateo 

CA Negotiate Ack 
---------------------- 

CA Validateo 

CA Validate Ack 

C-FE 

AN2 

CA Neg Reqo 

LEE ý 

CA Neg Repo 
---------------------- 

CA Neg Reqo 

CA Neg Repo 

Figure 6.5: Composition Negotiation n 

CA Negotiateo 

CA Neg otiat e 
--- --- --- - 
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Now thitt Figurc illustrat(-, oilly one possible message sequence for a coinpo- 

sition Ilegotiatit)II prmvss an(I inany different variations are possible. The C-FE ilia. v 

not (. ()Ilslllt the sanic ,; (-t of FEs in each iteration. (,. g. the Componsation-FE Nvill 

typically be asked to provid(l i11j)1it Only in later Sta es of ile""Otiation. In filct, the 9n 

C-FE may ni)t zi(i4l t(I c(Mstilt With other FEs at all in situations where it has access 

to all the n4lifired information alwut resources. services and Imlicies . 
Furthern1mv, 

t)1V 11(11-1()1i; 111(111 MAX 1,0(plin, (nit, or more round-trips. It inaýv evcn be aborted after 

a certain wiml-1 ý)f I'm nd- t rips. biLsed on pre-defined ne, n)tiation policv. The CA 

realiz; iG, ii ýmd dec(milmsition processes are illustrated in Figure 6.6. 

AN1 

CA Realization Prepareo 

ANI 

CA Realization Prepare() CA Realization Prepareo! 

CA Realization Readyo'ýý 
CA Realization ReadyO r -- ------------------- 

CA Reakzaton Rimkdyo ---- -- ---- ---------- 

CA Realization Commito 

CA Reakz~ Cornmfto 

CA Delete() 

r-- I aE7 

CA De4ete AckO 

i 

CA Deleteo 

CA Delete Acko 

AN2 

I ý-a 1ý X-El 11 

CA Realization Commito: 

CA Deleteo 

CA Delete Acko 
----- --------- 

Fi, mv 6.0: Realization and D(, (-()itil)o,,,, itioil 
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6.6 Analysis of Signalling Load and Delay 

The composition process described in the previous sections has been designed to 

bring more flexibility to interworking between networks. Composition provides a 

framework to enable inter-network cooperation in the dynamic and heterogeneous 

scenarios envisaged for future communication networks. Although the procedures 

are independent of underlying networking technologies, it is clear that they will be 

applied predominantly in wireless environments. Furthermore, the vast majority of 

compositions will involve user and access ANs. In the latter case, given the increasing 

penetration of wireless technology, it is important that the composition process scales 

with increasing number of users. As fax as user ANs are concerned, they axe expected 

to consist of mainly wireless devices and hence, conservation of battery power and 

wireless channel bandwidth will continue to be a major concern. Furthermore, the 

diversity in capabilities of user terminals will require that composition scales accord- 

ingly. In addition, support for seamless handoffs in the face of user mobility will put 

stringent requirements on the amount of composition-related delay that can be tol- 

erated. In light of the aforementioned performance considerations, it is important to 

analyze the signalling load and delay introduced by network composition. Therefore, 

a detailed analysis of various composition procedures was carried out for scenarios 

involving user and access ANs. 

The research questions being investigated here axe related to the expected bene- 

fits of the composition process for end users and service providers: greater choice of 

networks for end users, a wider set of potential end users for operators and in gen- 

eral, more flexible business relations between end users and service providers. These 
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benefits must not come at too high a price in terms of additional latency and con- 

sumption of network resources for communication and information exchange within 

the network. From a dimensioning and scalability perspective, the following questions 

need to be answered: 

1. How does signalling load increase with number of users and providers and also 

with the "greediness" of users? 

2. How large is the load of business related signalling compared to user data ? 

3. How much delay is introduced by composition procedures? 

The main elements of the scenario used for this analysis are: multiple access net- 

works in a given geographical area, each network advertising its services periodically; 

a number of users who discover available networks by listening to advertisements, eval- 

uate competing offers, shortlist one or more providers based on their requirements, 

negotiate and finally select the one that best fits the requirements (both technical and 

non-technical) to establish connectivity. Figure 6.7 illustrates the scenario used for 

analysis. Note that each access point represents a service provider. The investigation 

was done using a combination of mathematical analysis and simulations. 

6.6.1 Signalling Load 

The anaJytical approach was used to estimate signalling load due to the composition 

process for the scenario shown in Figure 6.7. The starting point was to identify the 

sequence of events when a user attempts to compose with an access AN. The process 

starts with the user listening to advertisements broadcast by the access networks, 

which are then evaluated according to the user's requirements and AN1 is selected. 
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Access AN4 

Figure 6.7: Scenario for Analysis 

The user AN and ANI then perform network attachment, followed by composition 

negotiation and realization and then an application session is established over this 

connection. 

The complete signalling sequence is shown in Figure 6.8. It is divided into several 

phases, in accordance with the composition phases described in Section 6.3. After 

advertising using beacons, the 4-way ANAP handshake takes place and then a GANS 

signalling association is established using the 3-way GTLP handshake. Composition 

negotiation is shown to take only one round-trip, followed by CA Validation and 

Realization. 

The signalling bits required for each message in Figure 6.8 were computed with 

the help of the protocol specifications of ANAP and Composition-GSLP were used to 

determine the payload size, assuming IEEE802.11h as the underlying wireless tech- 

nology. Details of these calculation are available in Appendix B. Table 6.1 shows the 

number of bits exchanged over air during each signalling phase. 
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Figure 6.8: Signalling Sequence 
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Signalling Phase No. of Bits 
Network Attachment (1. ) 13328 

GANS Signalling Association (1g) 4587 
CA Negotiation (I. ) (2q - 1) * 2999 + 1591 
CA Validation (Q 3182 
CA Realization (1, ) 4773 

Table 6.1: Signalling bits in composition phases 

Note that the signalling bits required for negotiation is a function of the number 

of round-trips, q. Furthermore, beacons are ignored because they are transmitted 

periodically and not on a per-composition basis. The total load for the composition 

process is 

I=1, + 19 + i" + 1, + 1, 

The first scenario consists of a single user AN and multiple access ANs. The 

user makes a number of "access attempts" per unit time, at the end of which, it 

successfully completes the composition process with one of the access ANs. Here, two 

cases are possible: 1) the user attaches to all available networks (during it which it 

receives further advertisement information), initiates composition with each of them 

but accepts only one CA proposal, which is then validated and realized; 2) based on 

the advertisement information received during the attachment phase, the user decides 

to start composition negotiation with only one access AN. 

Assuming that the number of access ANs is M and n is the number of access 

attempts per unit time, the total signalling load is: 

Case 1: 

L= (M - 1) *n* (1. + 1.9 + 1,, ) +'n *1 (6.6.2) 
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Caýse 2: 

25 

The first part of anal. ysis looks at signalling load as a function of user activity 

and level of "greediness". The activity level is expressed in ternis of number of access 

attempts per unit time while greediness translates into parallel compositions with 

several network providers. Figures 6.9 and 6.10 show the signalling load when CA 

negotiation takes only one round-trip. The results , how that for a given number of 

access ANs. increase in user activity level leads to a linear rise in signalling load. 

Similarly, for a given user activity level, the load increases linearly with the number 

of access ANs. When the number of users is N (where N> 1), signalling load is 

uniformly scaled up by a factor of N. 

0 M=l a M=2 

20 

15 

10 

5 

0 
0 

L= (Al- 1) *n *1, +n*1 (6.6.3) 
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Figure 6.9: Sig, lalliilg Load for Case 1, q=I 
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Figure 6.10: Signalling Load for Case 2, q=I 

There is a significant difference between the load for the two cases, for the saine 

values of n and Al. In particular, the more conservative approach for composition 

negotiation adopted in Case 2 results in much sinaller load. The difference is more 

pronounced for multi-round negotiations, as indicated by the results shown in Figure 

6.11. For small values of q, load is dominated by attachment-related signalling whereas 

the contribution of negotiation-related signalling becomes more pronounced at higher 

values of q. The other interesting finding is that the amount of reduction in signalling 

depends on the number of access ANs with higher load savings achieved for Case 2 

when a lot of access networks are available. 

Next, the effect of different negotiation strategies on the signalling load is studied. 

For a fair comparison, the product of AI and q is fixed and then different pairs of 

values of these variables selected. Figure 6.12 shows the results for Case 1. 
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Figure 6.11: Impact of negotiation rounds 

The load is split into two components: CA negotiation and all other procedures 

which include network attachment, CANS session establishment, CA validation and 

realization. The case of a single-round negotiation with 1 access network represents 

a low -willingness to negotiate" (WTN) while other cases represent correspond to 

a relatively high NN, 'TN. The results provide lower and upper limits for negotiation 

load as well as an estimate of the relative load of additional negotiation rounds. 

The conclusion is that negotiating with many networks consumes more resources 

compared to the strategy of " negotiating more" with fewer networks. The explanation 

is that attachment and other "on(, time" signalling require more bits than multiple 

negotiation rounds. These findings are corroborated by the, results for Case 2, as 

shown in 6.13. 
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Figure 6.12: Negotiation Load (Case 1) 
I 

The results presented so far have looked at signalling load in isolation. In order 

to put it in context. the load is now compared to the amount of data bits transferred 

between the user and the selected access AN (with which composition was realised) 

during application sessions after successful access attempts. The traffic source is a 

CBR application generating data at 128kbit/s. The session duration is assumed to 

be exponentially distributed with a mean value of 5 minutes. Figure 6.14 shows the 

resulting relative signalling load for the case where 100 access attempts per unit time 

are made with each involving 5-round negotiations for various number of available 

access networks. Note that the the results are for Case I which is the worst-case 

scenario because the user negotiates in parallel with multiple access networks. It is 

obvious that the signalling load is very small, even though negotiations last 5 rounds. I 
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6.6.2 Composition Delay 

The additional latency introduced by composition was investigated using simulations. 

A simplified model of Ambient Networks was developed in the Network Simulator. 

The model includes all the ACS functionalities and protocols required to implement 

the advert isenient. network attachment and composition procedures. The basic see- 

nario used for simulations is shown in Figure 6.15. It comprises a WLAN Access 

Point (AP), a 'Media Server (, \IS) and a number of Mobile Terminals (XITs). The 

AP is assumed to represent an access AN while the MTs represent user ANs, which 

(,. ýstablish an application session with the MS after composing with the access AN. 

Media Server 

Access AN 

User AN lN 
----I User AN4 

User AN2 
Q 

User AN3 

Fi,,,, iire 6.15: Simulation scenario 
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The simulation model was used to measure composition latency for a scenario 

characterised by different number of NITs and variable data rates for the application 

sessions. The scenario has N users, with the first N-1 users composing with the. AP 

and then establishing a CBR session with the NIS, at the beginning of the simulation. 

When the Nth user is activated, it discovers the AP, then performs network attach- 

inent, followed bY a single-round CA negotiation. The results are shown in Figure 

6.16. Tlw delay is quite small in lightly loaded conditions but increases rapidly as 

the load increase. s and reaches a stable value when the network is fully saturated. 

5.0 , 
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6.7 Discussion 

Figure 6.16: Composition latency 

The objective of the signalling load and delay analysis was to investigate the cost 

of composition in common iisage scenarios. The benefits of network composition 

were Ilighlighted in Section 6.4 with the lielp of sone is(, cas7es. On(, of them is 
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the creation of a more flexible and open regime for inter-network cooperation. With 

respect to an end user, this translates into more choice in selection of access providers, 

based on specific application and service requirements. From the point of access 

providers, composition allows tailored service offerings to users and also the possibility 

of dynamic relationships with them instead of the static subscription-based model 

prevalent today. These benefits have to be seen in the context of the costs incurred 

in executing composition processes. 

The analysis presented considered a very specific use case involving one or more 

end users and multiple service providers. The signalling load was computed for vari- 

ous scenaxios characterised by variable user activity levels, various degrees of network 

availability and different negotiation strategies. The load scales linearly with user 

activity level as well as number of networks available for composition. Two different 

approaches for network selection were compared. In the first, an access network was 

selected on the basis of advertising information received via beacons and network 

attachment messages and composition negotiation was performed with only the cho- 

sen network. The second approach was based on parallel negotiations with multiple 

access providers during which one of the CAs was accepted. As expected, it resulted 

in higher load compared to the first approach but the potential advantage is that 

the 'quality' and 'quantity' of information available will be higher resulting in the 

selection of an access provider that best matches service requirements. This is backed 

up by the results for different degrees of user's willingness to negotiate which indicate 

that it is preferable to negotiate 'more' with 'few' networks instead of short negoti- 

ations with many networks. Although signalling load appears to be quite low even 

for scenarios with very high user activity levels and many networks, it is important 
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to put it in the context of application data flowing between the access network and 

end users. Using a simple traffic model, it was shown that signalling load is very 

small compared to user data exchanged even though the calculation assumed only 

one application session. Users take part in many application sessions while connected 

to the access network which implies that the relative s. ignalling will be even lower. 

Signalling load is not the only parameter of interest in the scenario being consid- 

ered. The latency introduced by composition also needs to be considered because it 

impacts handover performance when the user is mobile and composing/decomposing 

with different access providers frequently. Therefore, a simulation study was per- 

formed to investigate the composition delay under-different network load conditions. 

Results show that delay is very small, of the order of milliseconds when the network 

is lightly-loaded but goes up rapidly as the number of users increases, reaching a sat- 

uration limit when the network becomes overloaded. The results indicate that special 

measures may be required to expedite composition signalling in order to keep the 

delay small. This can take the form of having dedicated channel(s) for such signalling 

or perhaps, these messages could be assigned higher priority. 

In summary, the findings of signalling analysis indicate that additional load from 

composition is relatively small and can be reduced further by using sophisticated 

negotiation strategies. Composition latency has strong dependence on network load 

and more consideration needs to be given to reducing the delay, especially when user 

mobility is high. 



Chapter 7 

Conclusions and Future Work 

7.1 Summary 

This thesis is devoted to the study of different yet related aspects of heterogeneous 

wireless networking. There are three main focus areas of the research presented in the 

previous chapters: routing for mobile ad hoc networks, capacity analysis for backbone 

wireless mesh networks and composition-based dynamic interworking between wire- 

less networks. In the following, a summary of the main contributions and findings of 

the research are presented, followed by a discussion on its implication and the outlook 

for future work. 

7.1.1 Routing in Mobile Ad hoc Networks 

The first half of this work looks at routing in ad hoc networks. The RDMAR pro- 

tocol, originally proposed by Aggelou and Tafazolli [31 [28], forms the basis of this 

investigation. The guiding principle in RDMAR design was minimisation of signalling 

overhead. A query localisation mechanism based on relative distance estimation was 

the key feature of native RDMAR. The RDE algorithm is instrumental in lowering 

147 
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control overhead arising out of route discovery procedures. In this work, a set of 

extensions have been proposed for RDMAR to improve its overall performance. 

The first extension proposed here for RDMAR was position-assisted routing. In 

particular, the distance estimation algorithm was altered to work with both physical 

and relative distances. The query localisation mechanism now uses physical distance 

estimation to predict the hop-wise distance between source-destination node pairs 

whenever node location data is available and falls back on relative distance estimation 

otherwise. Furthermore, directed route discovery was introduced to prevent control 

messages from being forwarded to nodes that are not in the path between a given 

source-destination pair. The effectiveness of query localisation shows improvement as 

a result of this modification. This is reflected in 15 to 20 per cent reduction in control 

overhead for various node speeds ranging from 0 to 10 m/s. The impact of these 

changes on route acquisition delay is insignificant because the delay in discovering 

a route between a pair of nodes is mainly a function of the actual distance between 

them. 

The second add-on to RDMAR is multipath routing. In the original protocol, the 

route with shortest hop count was used for forwarding application data. Modifications 

have been proposed to the route discovery process such that multiple parallel routes 

can be established between source-destination node pairs. Furthermore, routing data 

structures were also modified to store multiple routes. Given the sensitivity of cer- 

tain types of traffic to packet inter-arrival times, a data forwarding algorithm that 

takes into account traffic type was proposed to make the most out of the multipath 

routing extension. TCP traffic was routed over the shortest path only and remain- 

ing paths, whenever available, provided redundancy in the face of path failures. All 
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UDP traffic was routed over multiple paths. However, in order to avoid using paths 

of varying lengths, only those with the same hop count were used at a given time. 

This is aimed at reducing jitter for packets traversing different paths. Simulation 

results presented here show that the packet delivery ratio is significantly improved 

when multipath routing is used. Furthermore, control overhead is also reduced, espe- 

cially in scenarios with high mobility and high network load. This is mainly because 

the availability of many routes helps the network cope better with route disruptions 

caused by node mobility and link breaks due to collisions induced by high network 

load. 

7.1.2 Capacity of Wireless Mesh Networks 

An analytical framework was developed to estimate the capacity of infrastructure or 

backbone wireless mesh networks. Such networks are characterised by the presence 

of static wireless routers and access points. Client terminals are assumed to access 

the global Internet via the access points and traffic is routed to and from them using 

multihop wireless paths traversing one or more wireless routers. The capacity analysis 

is based on identification of collision domains which yields upper bounds on traffic 

throughput. A number of WMN scenarios were synthesised using different routing 

and channel assignment schemes and the maximum available capacity estimated for 

each scenario. Grid-based multi-radio, multi-channel WMNs were considered for this 

analysis. Results included here indicate that when the gateway node (which connects 

the WNIN to the core network) is far from the access points (which act as traffic 

aggregators), capacity is rather low. This is because routes between APs and the 
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gateway traverse a number of network hops, thereby causing interference over a rela- 

tively larger part of the mesh network. Results also show that use of multiple radio 

channels improves radio capacity but the gains are limited by the number of radios 

per node. Furthermore, a simple greedy channel assignment scheme provides capac- 

ity gain which indicates that further capacity improvements axe possible with more 

sophisticated schemes for assigning channels. 

7.1.3 Dynamic Interworking using Network Composition 

The last part of this thesis deals with the concept of network composition, developed 

in the IST Ambient Networks project. Composition provides a framework for flexible 

and dynamic interworking between heterogeneous wireless networks. This is achieved 

using a combination of advertisements about services and resources and negotiation 

regarding terms of their usage over a period of time. In order to put the benefits 

of composition in the proper context, the associated overheads in terms of signalling 

load and latency were analysed for one specific composition use case involving an end 

user negotiating for network access with multiple service providers. Results show that 

the signaling load scales linearly with user activity level and number of negotiating 

partners. In order to avail the full benefits of composition, a user should be willing 

to negotiate with multiple providers to get the best 'deal'. However, the analysis 

indicates that, with respect to signalling load, it is preferable to negotiate "more" 

with "few" partners, instead of the other way round. A simulation-based study of 

delay shows that for a WLAN environment, composition delay is very small when the 

network is lightly loaded but it rises sharply as the load increases. 
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7.2 Implications of the Research 

The research presented in this thesis has some interesting implications: 

Position-assisted routing results in improved performance in terms of signalling 

overhead but it is dependent on the availability of reliable and accurate infor- 

mation about node position. With recent advancements in node positioning 

technology and reduction in the cost of GPS receivers, using position informa- 

tion for routing is increasingly becoming a feasible option, from both techni- 

cal and economical perspectives. Therefore, it makes sense to incorporate such 

mechanisms into routing protocols currently being standardized in the MANET 

working group in the IETF. 

Using multiple routes for packet forwarding results in higher throughput and 

lower signalling overhead. Although, multipath routing did not receive much 

attention in wireline networking, the broadcast nature of wireless channels make 

them ideally suited for exploiting multiple routes for increased scalability, flex- 

ibility and resilience. 

e Wireless mesh networks are being touted as the next big thing in the area 

of wireless networking but careful attention needs to be paid to the different, 

often contradictory, factors that influence the performance of these networks. 

In particular, capacity gains are possible by deploying multi-radio systems in 

order to make the best use of available radio channels. Furthermore, integrating 

routing and channel assignment algorithms can help spread the load more evenly 

in the network, thereby improving the overall performance in terms of spectral 

efficiency, throughput and delay. 
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Network composition provides a flexible and dynamic framework for interwork- 

ing between heterogeneous networks. The scalability of the composition process 

is crucial in ensuring that its benefits do not come at a high price. The anal- 

ysis of overheads introduced by the composition process shows that although 

the signalling load is relatively small, more attention needs to be paid to the 

delay introduced by composition. A more rigorous feasibility analysis for a 

wider variety of usage scenarios is required to understand the full implications 

of compositions. 

7.3 Future Work 

The work presented here tries to answer some questions but opens other avenues for 

research, as mentioned below: 

The position-assisted routing scheme assumed availability of node position infor- 

mation without actually modeling any specific positioning algorithm. A number 

of such mechanisms have been proposed in literature and it is worth including 

them in the simulation model in order to investigate how realistic node posi- 

tioning models will impact the protocol performance. 

The multipath routing extension to RDMAR used a coarse approach for select- 

ing routing strategy for data forwarding by dividing traffic into two categories 

depending on the transport protocol used. However, not all the applications 

that use UDP have the same forwarding requirements. Therefore, more fine- 

grained approaches need to be investigated to make better use of multipath 

routing for different types of applications. 
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The multipath routing extension collects all discovered routes and discriminates 

between them only on the basis of hop count. More sophisticated approaches 

based on other metrics for route quality should be explored. In literature, many 

proposals have considered route disjointness as a criterion for comparing and 

shortlisting routes. Other criteria such as route stability, available QoS etc. 

should also be taken into account. 

o The analysis of network composition has focussed on one specific scenario and 

the results, to some extent, have to be seen in that particular context. The 

analysis assumed a more or less pre-defined Composition Agreement. Therefore, 

additional composition use cases should be investigated to get a better idea of 

how the process scales in different scenarios. Furthermore, more sophisticated 

advertising and negotiation strategies need to be studied. 
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Appendix A 

C-GSLP Message and Object 
Formats 

The message and object formats of the protocol for composition negotiation, realiza- 

tion and deletion are presented below. 

Common Header 

All C-GSLP messages must contain the 32-bit header illustrated below: 

012 
01234567890123456789012345678901 

I Message Type I Msg Subtype I Flags I 

Message Type 

The size of this field is 8 bits. The following message types are defined: 

1= CANEG 
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2= CARLZ 

3= CADEL 

Message Subtype 

The size of this field is 8 bits. 

CANEG: The subtypes for this message axe as follows. 

1= CANEG-Negotiate 

2= CANEG-NegotiateAck 

3= CANEG-Validate 

4= CANEG-ValidateAck 

5= CANEG-Cancel 

CARLZ: The subtypes for this message are as follows. 

1= CARLZ-Prepare 

2= CARLZ-Ready 

3= CARLZ-Commit 

4= CARLZ-Cancel 

CADEL: The subtypes for this message are as follows. 

1= CADEL-Delete 

2= CADEL-DeleteAck 

Flags 

The size of this field is 16 bits. The flags are message specific and they will be 

processed differently for each type of message. Any bit that is not defined for a 

specific message must be set to zero and must be ignored upon reception. 
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Object Formats 

C-GSLP objects follow the Type-Length-Value (TLV) format. Each object consists 

of a 32-bit common header and a variable-length data field. The common header 

indicates the, type and length as shown below. 

0123 

01234567890123456789012345678901 

lrlrlrlrl Type lrlrlrlrl Length 

Value 

Length is expressed in terms of 32-bit words and indicates the length of 'Value'. 

If there is no Value, Length=O. Value is a whole number of 32 bit words. If there is 

any padding required, the length and location must be defined by the object-specific 
format information; objects which contain variable length (e. g. string) types may need 

to include additional length subfields to do so. The bits labeled Y are reserved. C- 

GSLP currently defines the following object types: Composition Agreement Identifier, 

Composition Agreement Data, and Error Data. 

Composition Agreement Identifier (CAI) 

Type: 1= Composition-Agreement-Identifier 

Length: Fixed (128 bits) 

Value: CA identifier is a cryptographically random identifier chosen by the C-FE 

that initiates CA Negotiation. 
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01 23 

1234567890123456789012345678901 

+-+-+-+-+-+-. +-+-+-+-+-+-. +-+-+-+-+-+-+-ý-+-ý-+-+--ý-+--I- +-+--f--+-+-+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Composition Agreement Identifier 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Composition Agreement Data (CAD) 

Type: 2= Composition-Agreement-Data 

Length: Variable 

Value: Contents of the CA 

0123 

01234567390123456789012345678901 

Composition Agreement Data 

Composition Agreement Lifetime (CAL) 

Type: 3= Composition-Agreement-Lifetime 

Length: Variable 

Value: Lifetime of the CA 
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0123 

01234567890123456789012345678901 

Composition Agreement Lifetime 

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+- +-+-+-+-+-+ 

Error Data (ED) 

Type: 4= Error-Data 

Length: 4 bytes 

Value: Consists of a single byte Error-Class and 3 byte Error-Code 

123 

234567890123456789012345678901 

I Error-Class I Error_Code I 

Message Formats 

CANEG = 
Common-Header 

Composition-Agreement-Identifier 

[Composition-Agreement-Datal 

[Composition-Agreement-Lifetime] 

[Error-Data] 
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All CANEG messages must include the CAI object in addition to the common 
header. The CAD object is included in CANEG-Negotiate messages during composi- 
tion negotiation. The CAL object is carried in CANEG-Negotiate message during the 

composition refresh procedure when the CA is about to expire. All CANEG-Cancel 

messages must contain the ED object. 

CARIZ = 
Common-Header 

Composition-Agreement-Identifier 

[Error-Data] 

CADEL = 
Common-Header 

Composition-Agreement-ldentifier 



Appendix B 

Composition Process Signalling 
Message Sizes 

Details of the values for signalling bits exchanged in different phases of the composi- 

tion procedure used in the analysis presented in Chapter 6 are provided below. 

List of Information Elements 

Network Attachment 

1. Ambient Network ID (AN-ID) 

Unique identifier of an AN. 

Size - 128 bits 

2. Session Identifier 

To uniquely identify different associations between ANs. 

Size 16 bits 

3. Routing Information 

Node ID (NID) - 128 bits 

Locator Domain ID (LD-ID) - 128 bits (IM) 

NID router LD-ID 128 bits 

168 
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4. Flow Parameters 

A flow is defined by its end nodes, so two Node IDs are needed 
Node ID (NID) - 128 bits 

5. Security Parameters 

Signature and encryption algorithms for protection of user traffic once the at- 

tachment is done. 

Size is variable, here 64 bits are assumed. 

6. Encryption and Authentication Data 

Diffie-Hellman value - 1536 bits 

Public Key - 1024 bits 

Puzzle challenge - 512 bits 

Puzzle response - 512 bits 

Signature - 512 bits 

CA Template 

The template used for composition negotiation between end user and access provider 

is shown below. The service in this case is "WLAN Access". The user AN has 

the customer role while the access AN has the provider role. The type of service is 

connectivity and deployment mode is 'usage'. Rest of the fields are self-explanatory. 

The data sizes for the different fields are provided below. 

1. CA Identifier: 256 bits 

2. CA Lifetime: 32 bits 

3. AN Identifiers: 256 bits (128 bits each) 

4. Service name: 8 bits 
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CA Identifier 
CA Lifetime 

AN Identifiers 
Service Name 

Service Identifier 
Roles 

Service Type 
Service Specification 

Service Deployment Mode 
Compensating Party 
Compensated Party 
Payment Method 

Accounting Data Unit 
Pricing Information 

Table B. 1: Composition Ageement Fields 

5. Service id: 8 bits 

6. Service type: 8 bits 

7. Service deployment mode: 8 bits 

8. Roles: 256 bits 

9. Service specifications: 32 bits 

10. Compensating party: 128 bits 

11. Compensated party: 128 bits 

12. Payment method: 8 bits 

13. Accounting unit: 8 bits 

14. Pricing information: 16 bits 
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GANS Signalling 

Prior to the start of composition, a 3-way handshake takes place between the GTLP 

instances in the two ANs. In addition, each Composition-GSLP message used during 

the negotiation is encapsulated in a GTLP Data packet. The GTLP message sizes 

are: 

1. GTLP Query: 665 bits 

2. GTLP Response: 667 bits 

3. GTLP Confirm: 615 bits 

4. GTLP Data: 591 bits for the header + variable size payload 

Note that the GTLP packet will be encapsulated in a TCP/UDP packet which 
in turn will from the payload of an IP datagram. The numbers mentioned here only 

refer to GTLP messages. The size of GTLP Data packet payload will depend on the 

particular GSLP message being transported using GTLP. 

The sizes of C-GSLP messages used in the composition procedures include in the 

simulation and analysis models are: 

1. CANEG-Negotiate 

Common Header: 32 bits 

CA Identifier: 32+128 (Object header + identifier) 
CA Data: 32 +X bits (Object header + Size of CA) 

Total size = (224 + X) bits 

2. CANEG-NegotiateAck 

Common Header: 32 bits 

CA Identifier: 32+128 (Object header + identifier) 
Total size = 192 bits 
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3. CANEG-Validate 

Common Header: 32 bits 

CA Identifier: 32+128 (Object header + identifier) 

Total size = 192 bits 

4. CANEG-ValidateAck 

Common Header: 32 bits 

CA Identifier: 32+128 (Object header + identifier) 

Total size = 192 bits 

5. CAR. LZ-RealizationPrepare 

Common Header: 32 bits 

CA Identifier: 32+128 (Object header + identifier) 

Total size = 192 bits 

6. CAIRLZ-RealizationReady 

Common Header: 32 bits 

CA Identifier: 32+128 (Object header + identifier) 

Total size = 192 bits 

7. CARLZ-RealizationCommit 

Common Header: 32 bits 

CA Identifier: 32+128 (Object header + identifier) 

Total size = 192 bits 
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